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ABSTRACT
The mammalian faunas of the Paieogene of Europe and their localities are reviewed with comments on problems
of European stratigraphy (epoch stage and substage limits) and on the possibilities of fauna! migrations. Radiometric dating is discussed. A stratigr~phic scale for the Paleogcne is presented, as well as a refined system of sequential
faunallevels.

RESUME
Les faunes de mammifcrcs dll Paieogene d'Europe ct Icurs glscments sont passes en revue ct 1'0n fait des commcntaires sur \e5 problemcs de slratigraphic proprcs a la region curopeenne (IIOllles d'clagc el de sOlls·ctnge). On
aborde Russi les problclllcs de migrations de fallnes. Les donllces rndiomctriqucs son I discutces. Une cchello stratigraphique dn Paieogcne est proposce aimi que In succcssion dcs giscmcnts repcfcs,

AVANT-PROPOS
Le travail que no us publions aujourd'hui a ete entrepris en 1975. A ce moment-la
W.O. Woodburne (Riverside, University of California) dcmanda It D.E. Russell une
revue de l'etat des connaissanccs sur le Pahlogene d'Europe et sur celui d' Asie mettant
I'acccnt sur les Mammiferes fossilcs, leurs gisemcnts et leur apport ala stratigraphie.
A un tcl article devaient s'ajouter des mises au point pour les autres regions et les
aut res periodes. S'etant entoure de specialistes requis, D.E. Russell avait prepare une
premiere version consacree au Paleogene c1'Europe c1es decembre 1976. Depuis lors le
manuscrit initial subit les modifications quc commande l'accroissement des donnees,
attcndant vainement que les autres parties de l'ouvrage soient redigees. Dans cct etat,
iI a deja ete communique a de nombrcux chercheurs, dc telle sorte qu'i1 est cite avant
que d'ctre pUblie. A la fin de l'annee 1981, l'ememble des auteurs qui avaient redigc et
amende l'article consacrc au Paleogime d'Europe ont c1emande a W.O. Woodburne
l'autorisation de le publier dans l'etat, desesperant que lcs autrcs articles de ce qui
aurait etc un bel ouvrage soient jamais ecrits.
Tri:s comprehensif, cclui-ci a accepte, et la redaction de Palaeovertebrata, de son
cNc, accueille aujourd'hui ce travaillongtemps ballote a travers bien des ulcas.
Initialemcnt redige en franyais il avait ete ensuite traduit en anglais, puisque destine a etre publie dans un ouvragc nord··amcricain. C'est dans la langlle anglaise qu'i1
fut pal' la suite constamment amendc, dc teBe sortc qu'i1 eOt fallu le tradllire a nouvcau en fran,ais, la version originale ayant disparu depllis longtemps. Les allteurs
francophoncs ont renonce iI cc nouvel effort qui risquait de retarder encore sa partition : lcurs lccteurs franyais auxquels d'aillcurs un tel travail ne s'adresse pas au premier chef, les cn excuseront peut-etre.
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INTRODUCTION
Geologists have studied the Tertiary formations of Western Europe for nearly 150
years. As a result, based on their observations, most of the major principles of stratigraphy have been developed in this region. The Paleogene of England, Belgium and
northern France has constituted a favored field of investigation for many of our
scientific predecessors of the last century; research in the area has not abated and the
accumulation of bibliographic references has reached impressive proportions. At the
present time, a much more global view of geologic phenomena prevails wherein it is
often difficult to preserve intact concepts that were created during the epoch of the
pioneers. For example, a number of stages have acquired over the years a usage
extending far beyond the limits of the area in which they were conceived; this circumstance, coupled with the continuous evolution of local opinion, has led to numerous points of view and differences in the meaning of terms. In fact, there is hardly a
stage or a formation in the Franco-Anglo-Belgian Basin that is no\ still subject to
some incertitude or disagreement as to its precise position or limits. In an effort at
simplification, Blondeau, Cavelier, Feugeur and Pomerol (1965) have suggested that
the stages Sparnacian, Cuisian, Auversian, Marinesian, Ludian and Sannoisian be
eliminated from the international terminology and be considered as substages or
facies of only regional value. The same can be applied to the Tongrian, Lattorfian,
Chattian and Rupelian. The stage names retained for the Eocene and the Oligocene
would be the Ypresian, Lutetian, Bartonian and Stampian, although recent discov- .
eries indicate that the Priabonian occupies an independent place between the Bartonian and the Stampian ; also, it is known that the Stampian does not comprise all of
the Oligocene.
.
Further complications have arisen with the discovery that the Belgian Ypresian
stage does not correspond to the combined Sparnacian and Cuisian of France, as was
believed by Feugueur (1963). The base of the Sables de Cuise (type Cuisian) is now
considered to be stratigraphically above the Ypres Clay (type ypresian), and the equivalent of the latter in France is a body informally termed the « Sables de Cuise inferieur» (the Sables de Laon of Chilteauneuf and Gruas-Cavagnetto, 1978) ; the Sparnacien beds underlie these sands.
An excellent, and recent, review of Paris Basin biostratigraphy is to be found in
the synthesis published under the direction of Megnien (1980).
Perhaps it should be noted in passing that the concept of a unified Franco-AngloBelgian Basin has been considerably exaggerated. In fact, stratigraphic continuity
hardly ever existed except during the Cuisian substage and the Lutetian, when the
Atlantic and the North Sea communicated by way of the English Channel. At other
times, the facies of the English basins are quite different from those of the Paris Basin
and indicate the presence of a deeper and colder sea; it should be emphasized as well
that the English sequence is not as complete as it is on the continent. Furthermore,
uplift of the Artois anticline in the middle Lutetian interrupted communications between the Paris and Belgian basins throughout the rest of the Paleogene.
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While France is particularly rich in Paleogene fossiliferous deposits, Spain also
represents a tremendous potential (as is indicated by the initial explorations of Crusafont-Pair6), and the Oligocene collections from southern Germany have made, and
will continue to make, an invaluable contribution. Mammalian assemblages from
Belgium and England profitably fill in certain time intervals, less well known from
elsewhere, and offer advantageous opportunities for correlation with the marine section. The Paleogene of Turkey has been developed here to an extent that is justified
principally by the interest this country will certainly offer in the future. But whatever
the paleontologic richness of other regions, re feral to the Paleogene stratotypes of
England, Belgium and northern France, due to their importance, is inescapable and
will remain necessary despite the establishment elsewhere of marine (or continental)
reference sequences endowed with richer faunas or more complete sections.
Before proceeding to the details, two basic tools should be introduced: the first is
the stratigraphic scale of the Paleogcne as it is presently viewed by stratigraphers, and
the second is a refined series of levels, or horizons, based principally on rapidly evolving micromammals. While this sequence of levels can be integrated into that of epochs
and stages, it retains an independance that permits the evolutionary history of mammals to be followed without the obstacle posed by boundary problems.
THE STRATlGRAPHIC SCALE

A recent effort to stabilize the stratigraphic scale for the Paleogene has been
presented by Cavelicr and Pomcrol (1977). Their proposition is based on :
al the choice of strictly marine stratotypes, containing stratigraphically useful
fossils;
bl the possibility of defining stratotypic limits, as well as those of parastratotypes
or hypostratotypes, in continuous series of the Mesogean domaine (in particular, in
Spain and Italy) ;
cl the respect, in as much as it is possible, of tradition consecrated by usage.
The correlation of these stages (fig. 1) with those used in other regions of the world
is based on the biozones nannoplankton (NP) and planktonic Foraminifera (P) figured
on the chart, and on isotopic ages. However, the following reservations should be
kept in mind: specific determination of microorganisms is sometimes uncertain; most
pelagic organisms are affected by ecologic conditions and are found only in a specific
climatic domaine ; comparative stratigraphic scales of spores and pollen, dinoflagellates and charophytes, still under study, are not yet included; isotopic ages should be
accepted with prudence.
THE MARKER LEVELS

The marine stages of the Cenozoic epoch have been used by paleomammalogists as
a stratigraphic framework in which to place the events observed in the course of
mammalian faunal history with more or less happy results. One of the most charac-
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teristic instances of this usage in France is furnished by Richard (1946) in her study of
the mammals of the Aquitaine Basin. She attempted to locate the mammal localities
of this region within the classic sequence of the Paris Basin. Thus, for example, one
locality is qualified as «Lutetian» and another as «Stampian », but since the relationships between continental and marine formations are difficult to determine in the
Aqnitaine area, these stratigraphic attributions are founded on slender evidence. In
the years since then, paleomammalogists began to search for a more practical and
more accurate way of presenting their data. Thaler (1966) proposed a chronologic
framework reserved for and based entirely on mammals in the form of a scale of biochronologic zones. In the initial project 23 zones subdivided the Tertiary. Each zone
was provided with a type locality but neither a top nor a bottom limit was included.
Later (1972), the same author refined the original definition of the zones, especially in
order to remove the ambiguity that could result from the absence of upper and lower
limits.
But in fact, several other workers had advocated, in the interval between his publications, abandoning the notion of zones in favor of that of marker levels (( niveauxreperes» ; Franzen, 1968 ; Hartenberger, 1969). With an aim to clarify, these authors
proposed as the unit for the mammalian chronologic scale, points in time, rather than
zones (see figs 6 and 15). The use of such units offers the possibility of greater sensitivity
in the perception of biologic and geologic events; the method has in recent years quite
adequately proved itself in the studies made by the «Montpellier School ». Jaeger and
Hartenberger (1975), expressing the wish that the system become generalized, listed
some of its advantages :
«- a marker level is a single moment in faunal history.
- by definition, no problem of limits is posed.
- the marker levels can be multiplied as progress in our knowledge permits without confining this knowledge to a dogmatic system, as in the case of zones ».
The marker level is thus a point ; its definition rests on an association of species
actually observed in one locality and on the evolutionary stage of the different lineages of mammals represented at this spot in time and space. On this basis it is thereby
possible to avoid a major inconvenience of a «Mammal Age », whose definition (in
support of a different concept) is much more vague. A « Mammal Age» combines
micro- and macrofaunal elements from a variety of paleo-environments to represent a
time interval; precision is obligatorily less. The marker level method, as it is ideally
conceived, avoids associations of species from different localities that tend to confuse
differential evolution and phenomena of geographic isolation. In fact, a marker-level
is equivalent to a biohorizon whose use is recommended by the International Stratigraphic Guide (Hedberg ed., 1976).
It is evident that each marker level chosen to be introduced in the scale should be a
«classic» locality, onc that is well studied, recently revised and well documented by a
fauna as diverse as possible, including both the micro- and the macrofauna. Also,
stratified localities should be chosen in preference to karst deposits. It should finally
be emphasized that paleobiogeographic factors should be taken into account in constructing such a scale; that is, the recognition of coherent biogeographic regions
according to their particular geologic and paieobiologic conditions should precede the
establishment of scales valid for each of these regions.
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The use of such a scale requires that each new fauna be situated with respect to a
marker level; if not equivalent, one is obliged to place it either slightly above, or
below, or in any case to explain the degree of imprecision when its relationship is not
evident.
If chronological scales of this type were available for each important biogeographic entity, refined inter-regional correlations would be possible and of fundamental
value. It is evident that, in the immediate future, a number of serious problems would
be raised, but it is better that the questions be clearly stated than that they be masked
by a language favoring misinterpretation.

THE PALEOCENE EPOCH
The individuality of Paleocene faunas and floras, in addition to the richness and
the wide distribution of deposits (both marine and continental) that are referable to
this epoch, have resulted in world wide usage of the term and its concept, but the
Paleocene remains the only one of the Tertiary epochs that still needs to be defended.
Typologists argue that there is no concrete basis for its existence for, as Pomerol
(1969, 1977), among others, has pointed out, Schimper's (1874) definition of the Paleocene was indeed both inaccurate and contradictory so that, according to the beds that
one includes, the upper boundary could be placed at the top of the Thanetian or the
top of the Cuisian. The lower boundary was for a long time confused by the uncertain
nature of the Danian. Nevertheless, extensive mapable Paleocene beds, representing a
duration of time (approximately 10 million years) comparable to other Tertiary epochs
do exist. Many of us feel that the term is useful and represents a distinctive segment in
geologic history.
Professional isolation by specialists of the various disciplines is a great detriment
to comprehension. Thus it is that a paleontologist may say «the Paleocene is widely
recognized and accepted as a valid epoch», while a stratigrapher could add that the
term should be abandoned « as most of the researchers in the Paris Basin have done» ;
or, while there is hardly a student of Paleocene mammals that would question the
Thanetian as representing the last part of that epoch; Curry (1975, p. 222), a specialist
of marine invertebrates, remarks « ... the Thanetian is universally regarded, I believe,
as Middle Paleocene». And so the confusion continues.
We shall follow here the proposition of the «Colloque sur I'Eocene» (Mem.
B.R.O.M., nO 69, 1969, p. 465) and that adopted by an international study group of
the Ilerdian marine stage [Bull. S.O.F. (7), XVI!, n° 2, 1975, p. 223], wherein the
Paleocene is retained and its limit with the Eocene is drawn between the Thanetian
and the Ilerdian (or the Sparnacien in the Paris Basin). The arguments for the placing
of this limit are developed by Pomerol (1977, p. 215). In general it is possible to say
that, from the practical point of view of a marine invertebrate paleontologist, the
Eocene begins with the appearance of true nummulites and true alveolines, as well as
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with the appearance of associations of benthic foraminifera and mulluscs that differ
greatly with respect to those of the Paleocene Thanetian 1.
The lower limit of the Paleocene (or, for that matter, the Tertiary) has been the
subject of much controversy for many years. A gradually accruing consensus now
admits the Danian as being more Tertiary in character than late Cretaceous. Unfortunately, in Western Europe, there is no known continental counterpart of the marine
Danian beds that has yielded mammalian remains, that is, unless the Montian stage is
included in it. Deposits attribued to the Montian overlap in faunal content with those
referred to the Danian, so that frequently one sees in the literature, Dano-Montian.
Just as frequently, the Montian is ignored and the Danian is presented as underlying
the Thanetian (as in Berggren and Van Couvering, 1974, p. 13-(6).
A pluridisciplinary symposium on the Cretaceous-Tertiary boundary event, held in
Copenhagen in 1979, has eliminated definitively any remaining doubt as to the placement of the Mesozoic-Cenozoic limit and firmly established the Tertiary nature of the
Danian stage (see Christcnsen and Birkelund, eds, (979).
The marine aspect of Paleogene correlation problems should include mention of
the extraordinary sequence in the Crimean Peninsula at Bakhchisaray. This section,
practically complete for the Paleogene, is continuous from the Maestrichtian to the
lower Oligocene (see Veselov, Grigorovitch and Savenko, 1973 ; Kapellos, (973). Another remarkable marine sedimentary series is found in the El Kef section (El Haria
Formation) of Tunisia (Salaj et al., (974), extending from the Cretaceous into the
Eocene. The evidence provided by these marine sediments should aid considerably in
reducing the validity of the arguments aimed at ignoring the Paleocene as an epoch.
THE MONTlAN FAUNA

With the discovery (Godfriaux and Thaler, (972) of a rich mammalian fauna in the'
type area of Mons at Hainin (Belgium), the Montian (Dewalque, (968) may acquire
full acceptance as at least a substage, especially among mammalian paleontologists.
This fauna is particularly important for understanding the evolutionary history of
European mammals. Until now, the beginning of the Paleocene here has been devoid
of such information, in strong contrast to the situation in North America. The Hainin
assemblage will provide a more accurate picture of what was happening in Europe
before Cernaysian time and during the period of difficult migration between the
North Atlantic continents. Fossil material is being extracted from a vertical shaft that
has traversed 15 meters of vertebrate bearing lacustrine sediments ; a total of30 meters
is shown by well-cores to be present. This sequence of Continental Montian is the
result of the superposition of two lacustrine cycles; the sediments are composed of
marls, limestones, sands, and clay, underlain by marine Dano-Montian limestones
and overlain by the glauconitic sands of the marine Landenian. A detailed examination of the lithology has been made by Godfriaux and Robaszynski (1974). These
authors cite the recovery of wood fragments, of charophytes and other seeds and
spores, and of gastropods and ostracods ; preliminary identifications are presented.
1. For the point of view of a paieomammaiogist, see p. IS.
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Description of the vertebrate material has only begun (Vianey-Liaud, 1979), but one
can cite among the mammals: several new genera of multituberculates, including the
largest and most specialized of the known Ptilodontoidea ; hyopsodont and arctocyonid condylarths, adapisoricids, and perhaps nyctitheriids are' also represented.

THE THANETlAN STAGE

Essentially, the Paleocene mammalian faunas of Europe are today represented by
the approximately late middle Paleocene material from Walbeck (G.D.R.) and the late
Paleocene (Thanetian 2) Cernaysian localities of France. Since these localities and
their contents have been discussed in detail in several recent publications (for example, Russell, 1964, 1975, 1980), they will be treated_here in a more summary fashion.
Judging from its unusual composition, the Walbeck assemblage (collected from a
fissure in the Muschelkalk limestone) is clearly incomplete: 50-60 % of the specimens
represent two species of arctocyonid condylarth and 15-20 "10 belong to an adapisoricid
insectivore. A few primates and even fewer condylarths (non-arctocyonid) constitute
the rest. This fauna cannot be taken as representative of an age; in fact, its age
assignment is based purely on the stage of evolution of its members; no stratigraphic
control is possible.
On the other hand, the Cernaysian sediments are well situated stratigraphically
and the fauna is among those that are directly correlated with the marine section (the
Sables de Bracheux). In its mammalian constituents the Cernaysian assemblage is very
like those of a similar age in the North American Rocky Mountain area, although
they differ in proportions. Multituberculates are common (2 families, 7 species),
insectivores are relatively rare but varied (7 families, 9 species), primates are dominated by 2 species of Plesiadapis that constitute a major element (although 3 or 4 other,
species are present), and condylarths, with 5 families and 24 species, make up the
largest part of the fauna. This dominance of condylarths in a relatively balanced
fauna is unusual and peculiar to the late Thanetian of Europe; equally striking is the
absence of large animals, like the pantodonts, which commonly occur in North American localities. Along with Plesiadapis, the taxon most frequently found is the meniscotheriid condylarth Plellraspidotlierilllll. Its complete absence in North America is
surprising, as is the absence of meniscotheriids in Europe during the early Eocene.
Apparently this group did little traveling.
The Cernaysian assemblage provides the last glimpse of typical Paleocene life in
Europe. With the beginning of the Eocene a change in terrestrial mammalian constituents occurred that is the most dramatic known during the Tertiary: ten of the fourteen Eocene mammalian orders are unrepresented in the Thanetian.
Paleogeographically, we must await an analysis of the Montian fauna for information on the degree of migrational freedom that existed between North America and
Europe at approximately middle Paleocene time. Already, the aberrant fissure-filling
assemblage of Walbeck has indicated that, at about that time, some faunal exchange
2. Thanetian : Rencvier, 1873 ; type locality: Isle of Thanct, England.
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had taken place. Rather unexpectedly, the Cernaysian fauna is surprising endemic
and contrasts with the largely homogeneous Wasatchian-Sparnacian faunas. It is
apparent that the intercontinental displacement of mammals was reduced in the late
Paleocene, with respect to an acme to come in the early Eocene. Concerning Asia,
Szalay and McKenna (1971) thought that the late Paleocene faunas from Gashato and
the Nemegt Valley in Mongolia exhibited nothing that implies an exchange with
Europe, but these faunas could well be early Eocene in age, and a few elements do
indicate communication with Europe. Although some geologic evidence suggests that
the Russian platform was relatively emergent at the time (Dewey et al., 1973), it is
necessary to conclude, for the moment, that Europe and Asia were nearly completely
isolated.
The climate of Europe during the middle to late Paleocene, as indicated by the
floras, was dominantly temperate or warm temperate. On the whole, and excepting an
increase in tropicality during the middle of the epoch, the Paleocene was cooler than
the succeeding Eocene.

THANETlAN CHARACTERIZING ASSEMBLAGES

The marker horizons discussed at the beginning of the chapter are each designated
by the name of a marker locality containing a marker fauna. Ideally, for making
comparisons it is preferable to use only the marker as a reference point, but, based on
the evolutionary degree attained by the mammals, it is possible to assemble a certain
number of localities for each marker level. The term, combined faunal association, is
used in this general presentation of the Paleogene of Europe for the list of those
mammals encountered in the ensemble of these localities. Even in this form, it can be
regarded as a particularly refined characterizing assemblage.

Level of Cel'llay-Il!s-Reims.
Referred locality: Berm.
Combined faunal association (as it consistent with the nature of a characterizing
assemblage, neither this faunallist nor those that follow are exhaustive) :
Multituberculata : Neoplagiaulax eocaenus, N. copei, Lio(Ol1lllS 1ll(Jl'sili.
Insectivora
: Adapisoriculus minim liS, Adapisol'ex gaudryi, Pagomomus dionysi, Remiculus deutPrimates
Condylarthra

sclli.
: Plesiadapis triclIspidens, P. remellsis, Clliromyoides campanicus, Berruvius lasseroni.
: Arcloc),oll primaevlls, Arcfocyonides trGllessarli, A. arenae, Lafldenodon lavocati,

D;ssacus europaeus, Tricllspiodotl rutimeyeri, T. magis/rae, LOIl/sina mirabilis, Pleuraspida/herlum aumonieri, Orthaspidotherium edwardsi.

II

THE EARLY EOCENE
THE YPRESIAN STAGE

The Ypresian J has been studied in monographic form by Feugueur (1963). His
work was intended initially to be a revision of the Cuisian 4 as a stage in the Paris
Basin, but intermeshing complications soon led him to consider supposed equivalents
in England, in the Bracklesham Beds and the London Clay, and their relations to the
Argiles d'Ypres in Belgium. The London Clay contains a mammalian fauna similar to
that of French Sparnacian 5 beds and the latter were included at one time in the Belgian Late Landenian 6 , along with Belgian sand deposits of Thanetian age. The study
thus encompassed not only the Cuisian, but the Sparnacian as well, and necessitated
consideration of the Thanetian as a possible lower limit of the ypresian Stage.
The unity of the Ypresian is uncontested in Belgium, where a continuity exists in
the stratigraphic sequence from top to bottom. The lower Argiles d'Ypres becomes
progressively arenaceous as one goes up in the section, at the same time as marine
fossils of Cuisian affinity appear. As noted earlier, the Argiles d'Ypres are no longer
considered as equivalent to the combined Sparnacian and Cuisian stages; these clays
have now been shown to be stratigraphically intermediate between type Sparnacian
and type Cuisian sediments. We retain, however, the term Ypresian to include the
time and the rocks represented by both substages [a similar case is found in the Thanetian stage; the Thanet sands have been shown to be older than the Sables de Bracheux (Costa et al., 1978), but the latter are still considered Thanetianj. The lagunocontinental series in France, typifying the Sparnacian, is sharply separated lithologically from the essentially marine Cuisian. The lower limit of the Sparnacian, of which
the Conglomerat de Meudon is the oldest deposit, was proposed by Feugueur as the
lower limit of the ypresian Stage.
The upper limit of ypresian is clearly indicated in the Paris Basin; the Lutetian .
generally begins by a gullying action of the transgressing sea and the sediments of the
two stages are quite different. In the north eastern region of the basin the Cuisian
terminates with clay beds which become sandy toward the west, finally giving way to
the marine sands of the Herouval horizon.
The fauna of the Ypresian is of exceptional importance; coming at the end of the
Paleocene, the early Eocene mammals mark a truly epoch-making transition between
the primitive forms of the first Tertiary mammalian radiation and the installation of
the basic corps that gave rise to the fauna of today.
In Europe, the mammals that appear with the opening of the Eocene have been
collected from localities that are concentrated in southern England, Belgium, and
France. In England, the London Clay has yielded specimens that won early reknown
in the last century, but in fact, a relatively small total represents all that exists from
this formation. The principal Sparnacian site is Abbey Wood (presently under study);
3.
4.
5,
6.

Oumon!, 1849; type locality at Ypres, Belgium.
Dallfus, 1877 ; type locality at Cuisc-Ia-Motte, France.
Dollfus, 1877 ; type locality at Epernay (Spamacllm in latin), France.
Ouman!, 1839; type locality al Landen, Belgium.
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other localities (also in the area of London) offer the possibility of a least a 3-fold
sequence for this stage (Hooker, 1980). In Belgium a few mammalian remains have
been found at Erquelinnes (just across the border and in an extension of the same
beds at Jeumont, France) and Leval ; from Dormaal a large collection has been
amassed by professionals and dedicated amatenrs and merits the thorough review that
is currently underway. In France more than 50 localities of early Eocene age are
known; most are in the Paris Basin, but Rians and Mas de Gimel occur far to the
south. Spain and Turkey are as yet mostly rich in potential, with faunules of isolated
occurences constituting the present collections.
In addition to the wealth of vertebrate material that is available, an unusually
well documented Ypresian flora has contributed greatly to reconstructions of the
environment of the time as well as to speculations concerning the climate. While
opinions differ as to the degree of tropicality that existed, there seems to be agreement
on a general rise in temperature during the early Eocene.
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THE SPARNACIAN SUBSTAGE

As could be expected, the Sparnacian begins with several problems, but first of all,
we will reiterate our acceptance of the Sparnacian as representing the first Eocene
stage. The validity of the Sparnacian as a stage, or substage, it should be noted
however, has been contested since the time it was proposed, and continues to be
(Bignot and Moorkens, 1975). Moreover, founded partly on continental and partly on
laguno-marine deposits, it has been considered as Thanetian, included in an enlarged
Landenian, or thought to be Cuisian ; the Paleocene-Eocene boundary problem has
been a central and complicating issue.
In the Paris Basin it is generally true that the Thanetian terminates by a continental
formation (arenaceous or calcareous) that is clearly distinct from the Sparnacian
wherever fossils, either molluscs or vertebrates, are found. The limit with the Cuisian
is rendered more uncertain by the presence of probable reworked molluscs in the
continental sands that succeed the laguno-marine shell-marls in some areas.

The Franco-Anglo-Belgian Basin

Vertebrate material from Meudon being quite limited, the earliest significant
mammalian assemblage from this region is that of Dormaal in Belgium. An analysis
of the fauna, refuting its attribution to the Paleocene, has been given by Russell (1975)
and by Godinot et al., (1978). Succeeding localities have yielded typically Eocene faunas that permit a fairly clear concept of mammalian evolution during this time. In the
Champagne district, containing the richly fossiliferous regions of Reims and Epernay,
the localities of Pourcy, Mutigny, and Avenay are the most important for the Sparnacian. Mutigny was discovered in 1961 and quarried until the bone producing layer
was found to be cut off by a slump fault; the assemblage is varied and several com- '
plete mandibles were found. At Avenay, a thick exposure of sandy to lignitic-brackish
water coquina contains mammals that can only be recovered by screen-washing; very
few dentitions are known, although the total assemblage is rather rich. A sand quarry
near the village of Pourcy has been yielding sparse mammalian remains for nearly a
century, but the present total collection numbers only a few hnndred isolated teeth.
Much discussion has concerned the age of the Pourcy locality, the sediments of which
are difficult to locate stratigraphically. At the moment, opinions are divided as to its
placement above or below the level of Mutigny.

-

Fig. 2. - Thanetian and ypresian Mammal localities in France, England and Belgium: 1. Abbey Wood;
2. Avenay; 3. Berru; 4. Brasles; 5. CernaYMies·Reims; 6. ChalonsMsufMVesle; 7. Chavot; 8. Condeen-Brie ; 9. Croydon; 10. Cuis ; 1l. Epernay (Mont Bernon) ; 12. Grauves ; 13. Kyson (situated just
outside the map, north of the Thames estuary); 14. La FeTe; 15. London; 16. Mancy; 17. Marfaux;
18. Meudon ; t9. Monthelon ; 20. Mutigny; 21. Passy ; 22. Pourcy ; 23, RiIly ; 24. Saint-Agnan ; 25.
Sezanne-Broyes; 26, Sinceny ; 27, Sheppey; 28. Soissons ; 29. Try; 30. Vaugirard ; 31. Venteuil ; 32,
Vertain. Approximately middle Paleocene localities: Hainin (Belgium) ; Walbeck is shown on fig. 18.
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Precise correlation in the Paris Basin between Sparnacian localities is extremely
hazardous; facies changes ar·e frequent, outcrops few, and it is impossible to trace the
beds laterally over an appreciable distance. Slight differences in the mammalian
assemblages, particularly among the rodents and primates, furnish clues permitting a
sequential arrangement. Of interest for correlating with sediments containing marine
invertebrates has been the detection in the Sables de Sinceny and the Argiles de SalTon
of an episode that is more clearly marine than is usual in this region.

Turkey
The mammals of the Paleogene of Turkey are very poorly known, both because
the fossiliferous deposits offer few exposures and because sufficient time and effort
have not yet been expended in collecting vertebrate material. Every discovery of preMiocene mammals has been made, so far, in lignite quarries.
Three localities, dated as early Eocene, have yielded remains of a large mammal
attributed by Ozansoy (1966, 1969) to the Chalicotheriidae. This taxon, Palaeoamasia
kansui OZANSOY, is now recognized as an embrithopod (Sen and Heintz, 1979). It was
described from a mandible found in the lignites of Eski <;:eltek (province of Amasya)
in the northwest part of Anatolia. Later, more complete material from Eski <;:eltek, a
maxillary fragment from the lignites of Fakili (province of <;:orum) and a lower jaw
fragment from Boyabat (province of Sinop) were recovered. The two latter localities
are situated northeast of Ankara and are dated with respect to Eski <;:eltek. The formation overlying the Eski <;:eltek vertebrate horizon is characterized by Nummlllites
lIranensis DE LA HARPE and is considered to be early Lutetian in age. The deduction
was made from this that the beds yielding Palaeoamasia could be attributed to the
lower part of the early Lutetian or to the Ypresian. Palaeoaniasia, now well known by .
. its upper and lower dentition, is very close to Crivadiatherilllll from Roumania and
they are grouped in a new subfamily, Palaeoamasinae Sen and Heintz, 1979.
Ozansoy (1966) has mentioned the occurrence of CO/yphodofl in the province of
Sivas, but the precise locality was not given and the material not described.
Until 1979 there were only two regions in Europe, France (and the neighboring
parts of England and Belgium) and Turkey, that had produced Sparnacian mammals
and, as will be seen in the following section on the Cuisian, the great majority of all
early Eocene localities are also concentrated in France. But a recently discovered
locality (near Silveirinha) in central Portugal has yielded an unusually rich and diverse
mammalian fauna (An tunes and Russell, 1981). Furthermore, its age is apparently
earliest Sparnacian, even older that the faunas of Dormaal and Rians ; it is not directly comparable with the small assemblage known from Meudon.
The Sparnacian fauna is characterized by the predominance of forms new, at an
ordinal level, to Europe. Artiodactyls, perissodactyls, rodents and chiropterans,
heralding the creation of the modern mammalian world, appeared simultaneously
with an invasion of orders known earlier in North America or Asia, but previously
unrecorded in Europe - tillodonts, pantodonts, carnivores, marsupials and dermopterans. Those forms that persisted from the preceding Cernaysian assemblage represent, for the most part, terminal members of sterile lineages.
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Fig. 3. - Diagram of the Paleogene transgression in the Paris Basin. The purpose of this
sketch is to show the lateral variations, with continental tendencies towards the S,E.
The right hand part of the sketch is approximate: in particular, the thicknesses are
greatly exaggerated with respect to those of the marine formations to the left. The

Thanetian transgression did not reach the level of Paris, though the latter was nearly
attained by the Cuisan sea, The other transgressions extend beyond, except for that
(Marinesian) of the Sables de Cresnes. The greatest extension, and the last, was that of
the Sables de Fontainebleau (Stampian). The lacustrine limestone, Calcaire de Beauce
(Aquitanian) which overlies the Calcaire d'Etampes (late Stampian), has not been figured. From Pomerol, 1973.

Apart from COlypllOdon, very few large animals inhabited the Sparnacian Paris
Basin, which sedimentary evidence suggests was a flat-lying country, established at
the shores of the retreating Thanetian Sea and characterized by an abundance of
lagoons, deltas, lakes and rivers. Rodents, on the other hand, were already diversified
and numerous, accounting for 25 % of the mammalian remains during recent excavations. Often next in abul)dance are primates; the appearance of the tarsioid-like
Teilhardina and the adapid Protoadapis (Gingerich, 1977) is of particular significance
to enthusiasts of primate phylogeny. Insectivores are fairly common, dispersed in six
families of which adapisoricids are the most numerous. Didelphid marsupials appear
(Crochet, 1979, 1980). Condylarths, greatly reduced from their Thanetian heyday,
rarely occur, except for a relative abundance of arctocyonids at Dormaal ; the multituberculates follow a similar evolution. The first bats and dermopterans of Europe
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appear here, the former in rather surprising number and variety, and frequently in
beds (deltaic) that indicate no affinity with the usual habitat of bats. Creodonts and
carnivores are normally present, with the latter in greater abundance and variety.
These two groups show a particularly high degree of identity to those of North America by a quantity of genera that exceeds that of any other order. In contrast to their
late dominance, Sparnacian ungulates form but a minor part of the fauna, with only
2 or 3 small to middle-size genera in each of the orders Perissodactyla and Artiodactyla.

THE CUlSIAN SUllSTAGE

The stratotype of the Cuisian, being properly marine, offers more possibilities for
correlation than the preceding substage. Moreover, the paleontological content of a
recent borehole at Cuise-Ia-Motte, near the quarry containing the type section, has
been studied in detail by a pluridisciplinary group (Blondeau et al., 1976). Much of
the microfauna is similar to that of the Ypresian stratotype, although palynologically,
the dinoflagellates indicate that, in fact the Cuisian (type) and the ypresian (type)
overlap extremely little in time (Chateauneuf and Gruas-Cavagnetto, 1978).
Fmnce
Like so many boundaries, the limit between the Sparnacian and the Cuisian also
has its problematic aspects and distinction on the basis of mammals is troubled by the
fact, as shown by Louis (1970), that the Sparnacian fauna of the Paris Basin remained
relatively unchanged up into Cuisian deposits (exemplified by the localities of Condeen-Brie and Sezanne-Broyes, both discovered in recent years by Louis). But, unlike
that of the Sparnacian, the Cuisian fauna benefits from a direct lateral correlation
with the marine section: the fluviatile Sables a Unios et Teredines (localities of Grauves, Cuis, Monthelon, Mancy and Chavot, clustered southwest of Epernay), long
known for their terrestrial vertebrate content, have recently been shown to grade into
marine sands at Venteuil. Also, a small collection of mammals is now known from
this site.
Between the Cuisian and the overlying Lutetian deposits a hiatus exists. As a consequence, correlation between different outcrops is hindered by the uncertainty of how
much is missing. The mammals from the locality at Venteuil (situated in the Sables de
Brasles, according to Plaziat; pers. comm., 1976) resemble those from Grauves, which
strengthens the supposition that the fauna of the Sables it Unios et Teredines is at
least of middle Cuisian age, if not later.
Mention must be made of the locality of Mas de Gimel, in the south of France
near Montpellier. This site, of recent discovery, has furnished a particularly rich
microfauna, which permits the supposition that it dates from late in the Cuisian
(Cappetta et al., 1969 ; Hartenberger, 1975).
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Fig. 4. - Schematic representation of the relationships between successive fades and faunas in the early
Paieogene of the Paris Basin. The amount of time represented by the hiatuses is difficult to evaluate;
according to Plaziat, it is better to consider just that they become reduced toward the north, rather
than to regard their local thicknesses as depicted above. Modified from Plaziat, 1975.
Note that·the exact situation of several of the above localities is still uncertain Grauves, Cuis, ete., are
the youngest of the Cuisian localities; Sezannc-Broyes is the next oldest of the sequence, but its fauna
shows closer affinity to that of Conde-en~Drie than to that of the Sables a Vnios et Teredines. The
{( sables inferieurs)) de Cuise are older than the type Sables de Cuise (at Cuise~la~Motte). This would
place Conde·en~Brie approximately still opposite the Sables d' Aizy, but not in the « sables inferieurs).
Avenay is for the moment considered as late Sparnacian, but the decision is not final. The mammalian
assemblage of Pourey indicates an age that is older than that of Mutigny, but the Sables de Pourey are
held to be lateral equivalents to the Sables de Sinceny of late Sparnacian age.

Spain
Our knowledge of the Paleogene mammals of Spain has been greatly increased
during the last decade by the efforts of Prof. Crusafont-Pair6 and his staff at the
Museum of Sabadell. Numerous new localities have been discovered, for the most
part in the sub-pyrenean region (Provinces of Huesca and Lerida). Preliminary studies have demonstrated the particularities of these Spanish faunas with respect to those
of France (Crusafont-Pair6, 1961, 1966).
It is with the Cuisian Substage that Spanish assemblages begin to appear in the
European history of mammals; for the present account we will limit our references to
those Iberian localities that have already furnished a significant faunal representation.
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In the region of the Tremp Basin, marine formations exist that were deposited
early in the Tertiary. Stndies of their fannal content led to the creation of an Ilerdian
Stage 7. Far from enjoying an immediate acceptance, this stage has been the snbject of
intense discussion centering around its relationships to other, more classic, stages of
the early Tertiary. While the Ilerdian was at first thought to represent the Mesogean
equivalent of the Paris Basin Sparnacian, further research has now extended its upper
range to include the lower part of the Cuisian. With the London Clay and the Argiles
d'Ypres now considered to intervene between the Sparnacian and the Cuisian, the
Ilerdian covers a greater time span than was originally supposed. In any case, its
importance for mammalian paleontology in Spain is its usefulness as a marker horizon. In the continental sedimentation that succeeded the marine Ilerdian episode in
the sub-Pyrenean region have been discovered the oldest mammal localities of Spain;
these are grouped in the Rio Noguera (Province of Lerida) Basin and that of La
Cuenca de Isabena (Province of Huesca). While relatively little material has as yet
been recovered in these areas, the latter appear to hold great promise.
As demonstrated principally in the Paris Basin, the later Cuisian fauna (that collected from the Sables it Unios et Ten~dines) does differ from those typifying the
Sparnacian, but not to a marked extent.
Although fewer localities are known, the fact that more of its constituants exhibit
a larger size is not entirely an artifact of collecting. The large Lopiliodoll replaced
COlypilodon, and the middle-size Propacilyn%pillls became the prevalent perissodactyl, a group that was beginning to diversify. Among the primates P/atyciloerops
became rare and Protoadapis dominant; Pa/aeociliroptelYx shows the influence of
the approaching Lutetian in its resemblance to bats from Messel, and the rodent AillIraVlIs also announces this faunal change. Altogether, however, the Cuisian demonstrated a stabilization of the Sparnacian fauna. Condylarths diminished even more in
variety, as did, somewhat surprisingly, the carnivores.
Only by migration it is possible to account for the abrupt appearance of the early
Eocene fauna. The time interval between it and the Cernaysian assemblage is inadequate to have included such a degree of evolution and ancestral elements for most of
the Eocene groups are lacking in the European Paleocene. The calculation of paleolatitudes, substantiated by paleobotanical evidence, indicates that the climate of
northern Europe and North America was propitious for the distribution of terrestrial
forms. This factor, coupled with the existence of a continous land mass in the area of
the present North Atlantic, permitted an intensive exchange of terrestrial mammals
that was never again equaled during the Tertiary. More than half of the Sparnacian
genera occur in Wasatchian localities; in comparison, the Thanetian fauna achieved
an identity of only about 113 of its members with those of the Tiffanian. Apparently
the faunal exchange involved only North America and Europe; although little is yet
known of the early Eocene mammals of Asia, McKenna (1975) has suggested that the
Turgai Straits constituted a north-south marine barrier across the Asian continent from
Jurassic time to the late Eocene. According to this hypothesis if any communication
7, Hottinger and Schaub, 1960. Type locality: Trcmp, Province of Lerida (I1erd(l in latin), Spain.
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occurred between Asia and Europe it was by way of northern Canada. Such Cuisian
forms as Propachyno!op!zus and Hyrachyus may have profited by this route. The
analysis of the early Sparnacian fauna of Rians by Godinot (198\) suggests that much
of the migration across the North Atlantic terrestrial passage occurred in an east to
west direction. Final connection of the North Atlantic Ocean with the Arctic Basin
involved the separation of Greenland and Norway and was accomplished when
Greenland slid by the last European land mass, as represented by Svalbard and the
emerged Barents shelf. Estimating the age of the rupture at about 49 million years ago
is consistent with the marked dissimilarity that exists between Cuisian and Lutetian
mammals.

YPRESIAN CHARACTERIZING ASSEMBLAGES

1. Level of Dormaal.
Referred localities; Meudon, Erquelinnes, Pourcy, Kyson, Rians.
Combined faunal association :
MlIltituberculata : Ectypodus sp.
Marsupialia
: Peratherium conslans, Peratherium malronense, Amphiperatilerilllll dormaalellse,
Amphiperalherium goethei, Peradectes louisi.
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Insectivora
Chiroptera
Primates
Tillodontia
Pantodonta
Rodentia
Creodol1ta
Carnivora
Condylarthra
Perissodactyla
Artiodactyla

: Entomolestes er. ni/ens, Dormaalills vandebroeki, Neomalronella lucianllae, Palaeosiflopa sp., cL Leptacodoll sp., Didelphodus sp., Apatemys sigoglleaui, Eoehiromys
landellel/sis.
: /caronyeteris? sp., cL Archaeonyclery sp.
: Teilhardina belgica, Platychoerops daubrei, Platychoerops russelli, Plesiadapis cL
tricllspidens, Pllel/aeolemur sp., Can tillS sp., DOfll'llssellia provincialis.
: Esthol1Yx SI'.
: Corypllodol/ owelli.
: Paramys cf. woodi, Paramys pourcyensis, A1eldimys sp" Microparamys l1anus,
Microparamys aff. russelli. A1icroparamys aff. chandoni.
: Palaeofl),clis gigalltea, Prototomus cf. mordax, Proviverra eiselllnann;, cL Prodissopsalis sp., cL Prolimnocyoll atavus.
: Aliads latollr;, cf. Vulpavus sp.
: Phenacodus tei/hardi, Paschatherium dolloi, Paschatherium russelli, Hyopsodus itinerans, Alierohyus Inusculus, Dissacus sp., Lalldenodon wDutersi.
: Hyracotherium cL lepofinul1l, Hyracotheriulll cuniculum.
: Protodichobulle sp., Diacodexis gazilli.

2. Level 0/ Mutigny.
Re/erred locality: Abbey Wood.
Combined /aunal association :
Multituberculata : Ectypodus sp., Pareclypodus chi/dei.
Marsupialia
: Peralherium constans, Peradeetes Illutigniell$e, Amphiperalheriul11 maximum.
Inscctivora
: Entomolestes cf. Ilitens, Neomatronella luciannae, A1acrocranioll sp., Palaeosillopa
sp., cf. Leplacodoll, Apatemys mut/Iliaeus, Heterohyus sp., Didelphodus sp.
: /carollycteris ? menui, Archaeollycteris braillolli, Ageina tobieni.
Chiroptera
: Placentidel/s lolus.
Dermoptera
: Berruvius cf. lasseroni, Phenacolemur jusculus, Calltius savagei, Cantius eppsi, PlaPrimates
tycheorops daubrei, Donrussellia gallica.
: EsthollYx sp.
TiIlodontia
: Coryphodoll eocaellus.
Pantodonta
: Paramys ageieflsis, Paramys woodi, Aleldimys louisi, Pseudoparamys teUhardi,
Rodentia
A1icroparamys (Palltroglla) sp., Microparamys (Sparnacomys) sp.
: Oxyaella sp., Palaeollyctis ? sp., Prototomus or Proviverra sp., Prodissopsalis sp.
Creodonta
: Miads sp., cf. Viverravus sp., Didymiclis sp., cf. VUlpavus sp.
Carnivora
: Hyopsodus wardi, Lessnessina packmalli, Phenacodus cf. lei/hardi, Paschatherium
Condylarlhra
sp.
Perissodactyla : Hyracotheriwll sp., Lophiaspis maurelti.
: Protodichobune sp., cf. BUllophorus sp., Diacodexis sp.
Artiodactyla

3. Level 0/ A !'enay.
Re/erred localities: Sinceny, London Clay, Conde-en-Brie, Sezanne-Broyes.
Combined /aunal association :
Multitubereulata : Parectypodus sp., Eclypodus sp.
Marsupialia
: Peratherium matrollense, Peradectes louisi, Amphiperatherium goethei.
Insectivora
: Enlomo/estes cf. nitens, Neomatronella ludanllae, Macrocranioll sp., Palaeosillopa
sp., ef. Leptacodon sp., Apatemys sp., Heterohyus sp., Didelphodus sp.
Chiroptera
: Icaronycteris ? menui, Archaeonycteris braillolli, Ageina sp.
Dermoptera
: Placentidens lotus.
Primates
: Donrussellia gallica, Platyclloerops ric/lardsoni, Platycheorops daubrei, Phenacole~
mur lappareflli, Canlius savagei, Protoadapis louisi.
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TiIlodontia
Pantodonla
Rodentia
Creodonta
Carnivora
Condylarthra
Perissodactyla
Artiodactyla

: Esthonyx sp.
: Coryphodon eocaellus.
: Paramys ageiellsis, Paramys woadi, Meldimys Iou is;, Pseudoparamys teilhardi,
Nl;croparamys cL russel/i, Microparamys chandoni.
: O:;,:yaella sp., Prodissopsalis sp., Prototomus or Proviverra sp., cf. Tritemnodon.
: A1iads sp., cL Viverravus sp., cL Uilltacyoll sp., cL Vulpavus sp.
: Phenacodus sp., Paschatherium sp.
: Hyracotheriulll leporillulll, Hyracotheriul11 vulpiceps, Lophiaspis sp., Propachynolophus sp., Lophiodoll tapirotherium.
: Protodichobufle sp., cL Bunophorus sp.

4. Level of Grauves.
Referred localities: Mancy, MO!1thelon, Chavot, Cuis, Venteuil, Mas de Gimel.
Combined faunal association :
Marsupialia
Insectivora
Chiroptera
Dermoptera
Primates

Tillodontia
Rodentia

Creodonta
Carnivora
Condylarthra
Perissodactyla

Artiodactyla

: Peratherium Illollspeliellse, Peradectes louisi, Amphiperatherium gaethei.
: Entol11olestes sp., Macrocranioll sp., Palaeosinapa sp., cL LeptacodoJl sp., Heterohyus sp., Didelplzodus sp., Saturninia sp.
: Archaeollycteris ? sp., Palaeochiropteryx cf. tupaidoll.
: Placelltfdens ? sp.
: Teilhardina sp., Phenacolemur sp., Cantius savagei, Platychaerops daubrei, Protaadapis recUcuspidens, Protoadapis cL klatli, Pericodon lemoinei, Anchamomys afL
gaillardi.
: EsthollYx sp.
: Paramys savagei, Pseudoparamys sp., Microparamys (Patrogna) cL matlaueri,
Microparamys cL chandoni, Ailuravus michauxi, Ailuravus remellsis, Eagliravus
wildi, Protacielomys ? sp.
: Protalomus cL palaeollictides, cL Prociissopsalis sp., Oxyaena menui, Frallcotherium
/indgreni.
: Miads sp., cL Vulpavus sp.
: Phenacodus sp., Paschatheriwll sp.
: Propachynolophus gaadryi, PropachYllolophlls maldani, cL Loplziaspis sp., Hyrachyus modest us, Hyrachyus millimlls, Propalaeotheriull1 sp., Lophiodon tapirotheriwn.
: Protodichobulle oweni, «Protadichobune» Iydekkeri.

5. Cuisiall of Spain.
Referred localities: Barranc de Forals, Los Saleres (= Ager XIlI), La Roca, Las
Las Badias, Torre del Moro, Castigalen.
Combined faunal association
Marsupialia
Primates
Condylarthra
Perissodactyla

: Peratherium sp.
: PeriCOllodoll roselli, PeriCOllodo1l lemoinei.
: Spaniel/a carezi, Phenacodus villaltae, Dissacus afL blayaci.
: Propachynolop!lIIs sp., Chaslnotheril/m sp., Lophiodon? sp.
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THE MIDDLE EOCENE
THE LUTETlAN STAGE

The middle Eocene, until recently, has· been restricted to the Lutetian Stage which,
somehow, escaped substage division more complex than lower, middle and upper.
Moreover, the Lutetian represents the rare stage concept that has suffered little evolution in meaning since its creation 8 . Its definition is easy and exceptionnaly clear;
essentially, it is the stage of the Calcaire grossier. However, facies variations within
this formation render a detailed stratigraphic analysis rather difficult and, furthermore, mammalian fossils from this stage are conspicuously lacking 9 .
As was noted above, the lower limit of the Lutetian in the Paris Basin is formed
by sediments of a sea that transgressed from north to south over an eroded land surface; a continuous section from Cuisian to Lutetian deposits is not present. For the
upper limit a similar problem occurs in that the terminal part of the formation is
regressive and presents marked continental characteristics, rendering difficult correlation with marine deposits in neighboring basins.
Considerably altering the classic concept of European middle Eocene, Hardenbol
and Berggren (1978) have proposed that the traditional late Eocene Bartonian Stage
be included in the middle Eocene ; this opinion is based on the presence, in its type
locality, of planktonic micro fossils generally regarded as indicative of a middle
Eocene age. The problem was presented by Cavelier and Pomerol (1976), who indicated that a choice was possible.
France
In France there is really only one major Lutetian site, Bouxwiller in Alsace. This
locality, situated in lacustrine sediments, was especially investigated by the personnel
of the Natural History Museum of Basel (Switzerland), between 1900 and 1940, who
succeeded in conslituting a remarkable collection. Two levels appear to be present in
the principal quarry, but differing only slightly in age. The chronologic situation of
Bouxwiller was determined on the basis of palaeotheres which could be correlated
with the upper part of the Calcaire grossier.
Several very minor localities in the Paris Basin (Dampleux, Aizy-Jouy, Jaulgonne,
for example) partly compensate for their poverty by their occurrence in the marine
Calcaire grossier. Lophiodon, Palaeotherium and a few rodent teeth are known, and
the search for more material continues.
Argenton, in central France, has furnished a meager assemblage representing the
macrofauna. Its age could be early Lutetian, as indicated by the lophiodons, or late
Lutetian as proposed by Blondeau et al. (in Megnien, 1980). The locality of Issei, in
the south of Frauce is also correlated by lophiodons ; the fossiliferous level being in
an indurated conglomerate, the microfauna is also unknown.
8. de Lapparent, 1883 ; type locality: Paris (Luretia, in latin),
9. A mammalian fauna from a horizon within the Calcairc grossier, localed in a slIburb west of Paris, La
Dcfense, has recently been described by Ginsbllrg et al., 1977.
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From Pomeroi, 1973.

England
A few mammals have been collected from the Bracklesham Beds of Lutetian age
(at Bracklesham and Lee-on-Solent) that offer a rather tenuous means of correlation.
Germany
All of Europe, in fact, is poor in middle Eocene localities; Messel, located near
Darmstadt (in West Germany), and Geiseltal near Halle (G.D.R.) are of reknown,
although more for the state of preservation encountered than for the variety of the
included mammals. Other German sites have furnished a few specimens but, with the
exception of Heidenhcim am Hahnenkann, they are not mentioned on Fig. 20. The
age of the fossil bearing bituminous freshwater pelites (<< oil shales») of Messel was
discussed at length by Tobien (I968) ; evidence from the rodents and equids indicate
the fauna to be of early Lutetian age. In the same publication Tobien showed that
there was reason to believe that Messel could be stratigraphically situated between the
two principal coal layers of Geiseltal. Hartenberger (1973) ranged both localities
between the levels of Grauves and Bouxwiller and referred them to the middle Lutetian, but his present opinion is that they should be rather loosely assigned to the early
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half of the Lutetian 10. The continuing excavations at Messel will hopefully produce a
more diversified fauna for further precision in its correlation. One of the most exciting new finds was reported by Storch (1981) who described a myrmecophagid (Xenarthra), the only record of this group outside of South America. Reports of new artiodactyls by Tobien (1980) and Franzen (1981) have focused attention on the site as well
as description of a Pholidota (Storch, 1978). Comparative studies between Messelobunodon species found in Messel and Geiseltal confirmed the hypothesis that Geiseltal is younger than Messel (Franzen and Krumbiegel, 1980).
Spain
Most of the localities of this age (Montllobar and La Boixedat, for example) seem
to be slightly older than that of Bouxwiller and rather comparable in their faunal
composition to the locality of Argenton. A distinctive element, however, resides in
the presence of the condylarths Dissacus, Phenacodus and Almogaver, which, at this
time, have disappeared from the mammalian assemblage of France. Differences of
this sort have led Crusafont-Pair6 to envisage a certain degree of endemism in the
Spanish fauna with respect to the rest of Europe, beginning in the Lutetian and based
on the functioning of the Pyrenees as a geographic barrier. This factor is helpful in
explaining the difficulties often met with in attempting to establish rigorous parallels
between Spanish and French localities.
Portugal

Mammalian remains have been found north of Nazare (Ginsburg and Zbyszewski,
1965), but few taxa have been identified.

Whereas the Cuisian fauna was constituted in large part by a continuation of Sparnacian forms, the same is not true with respect to the succeeding Lutetian ; endemic
diversification, coupled with the probable introduction of at least a certain number of
foreign genera, produced a fauna of a quite different aspect. By Lutetian time multituberculates seem to have nearly disappeared from Europe. Insectivores continue to
occupy a place of modest importance, but primates expand slightly in diversity, with
adapids and microchoerine tarsioids dominating. Bats are known by many specimens
from Messel and others from Geiseltal, but only 2 of the 4 Cuisian genera are present;
dermopterans may be presumed to be absent from Europe. Among the condylarths,
Phellacodus persists and the group is amplified by 3 genera of paroxyclaenids. Creodonts and carnivores diminish in diversity while rodents increase. Theridomyids
appear timidly (at Bouxwiller a single species is present: Protadelomys alsaticus) , but
by rapid diversification they will dominate all other groups during the late Eocene
and Oligocene. Another family, the Gliridae, has been recognized in the middle
Eocene, and seems to be derived directly from autochthonous genera (such as Microparamys). In fact, an autochthonous origin can be envisaged for all the new forms,
even if definitive proof for some is still lacking.
10. Krumbiegcl (Geiscltalmuseum, Halle; peTS. comm., 1975) confirms the opinion that there is no justification
for considering the lower Geiseltal fauna as being of Cuisian age as it was for many years; it loo would be Lutetian.
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Pholidota and Xenarthra have been recently reported from the Messel locality.
The former are known from old collections made in the Quercy, but the myrmecophagids were, until now, restricted to South America.
The most spectacular phenomenon of this age is the explosion of perissodactyls
and artiodactyls ; from 2 Cuisian genera of the latter, its ranks are suddenly increased
to 11. Out of 9 genera of perissodactyls, 4 represent Cuisian forms that continue into
the Lutetian, but 5 are new. For the artiodactyls, the appearance of Cebochoerus,
Dichobune, Hyperdichobune, Catodontherium, Dacrytherium and Tapirulus heralds
the extraordinary flowering of the group in the succeeding late Eocene. The most
noteworthy of the new perissodactyls are Palaeotherium and Paraplagiolophus, which
also undergo a wide diversification in the last part of the Eocene.
Despite the suggestion by McKenna (1975) that Europe was isolated from both
Asia and North America from the beginning of the Lutetian until the beginning of the
Oligocene, it seems difficult to account for the tremendous increase in the ungulate
population other than by immigration. If indeed there was isolation of Europe at this
time, it appears doubful that this was total, or, if such was really the case, an alternative explanation may be that a wave of immigrants arrived immediately before the
rupture. But the rupture at this moment was between North America and Europe,
and there appears to be little reason to doubt its definitiveness. The new taxa shows
little affinity to North America forms (cf. the Bridger faunallist ; Gazin, 1976) and if
they filtered through from Asia before the North Atlantic separation, it is unlikely
that so many arrived in Europe without leaving a notable trace of their Canadian
passage. An African origin for these forms is equally unlikely, due to basic differences
in the faunal constituents of the continent, in so far as they are known. The newcomers, then, would seem to indicate that exchange between Asia and Europe was
not entirely interrupted by the Turgai marine barrier during Eocene times. In fact, it
is probable that the Turgai straits functioned only intermittantly. Of uncertain relation to these speculative migrations, although surely important, is the fact that climatically the peak of Eocene temperature occurred during the Lutetian.

LUTETIAN CHARACTERIZING ASSEMBLAGES

1. Combined faunal associations of Messel and Geiseltal :
Marsupialia
Insectivora
Chiroptera

: Ampiliperalheriulll gise/el/se.

: Macrocranion tupaiodon, Macrocraniol1 tellerWll, LepticlidiuJ11 auderiense,

Hetero~

hyus heu/elderi, Buxolesles piscator.
: Palaeochiropteryx tupaiodoll, Palaeochiropteryx spiegeli, Archaeollycler;s trigono.
dOll, Archaeollycleris revil/lodf, Cecilion),cteris prisca, Matlhesia germaniclIs, Mal·
thesia ? {lIsoli/a.

Primates
Rodentia

Creodonta
Carnivora

: Proloadapis klatti, Pro/adapts weigelti, Nannopithex raabi, Amphilemur eocaenicus.
: Paramys sp., Ailuravus plc/eti, Ailuravus macrurus, Masillamys beegeri, Masillamys
krugl, Microparamys parvus, Plesiarc/omys sp.
: ProdissopsaUs eocaenicus, ProdlssopsaUs voigti, Allopterodon therlodes, Proviverl'a
gracilis, Oxyaenoides bicuspidens, Geiselo/herlum robus/um.
: Quercygale (:= Tapocyon?) macintyri, Paroodectes [eisa.
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Condylarthra
Perissodactyla
Artiodactyla
Xenarthra
Pholidota

: Kopidodoll macrognathus, Pugiodens minis.
: Propalaeotherium isselallUl11, Propalaeotherium messelellse, Lophiodoll lapirolheriulll, Lophiodoll cuvieri, Paralophiodon buchsowillanum.
: Haplobunodoll cL mulleri, Anlhracobullodoll Hleigelti, Rhagalherium cL kowalevskyi, lHesselobullodoll ceciliensis, Massilabulle martini.
: Eurolamalldua joresi.
: Eomal1is waldi.

2. The Lutetian 0/ Spain.
Re/erred localities: Sierra de Montllobar, La Boixedat, San Miguel, Mas de Faro,
Pont de Montanana, Corsa II, Can Camperol, Zamora.
Combined /aunal associations :
Rodentia
Condylarthra
Perissodactyla
Artiodactyla

: Plesiarclomys sp.
: Almogaver cOlldali, Phenacodus aff. leilhardi.
: PachYllolophlls boixedatensis, Achilophus depereti, ? Anchilophus simpsoni, Hyrachyus minimus, Lophiaspis occilaniclls, Lophiodoll leptorhynchulll.
: HaplobllllOdoll solodurellse, Daclylheriulll sp.

3. Level 0/ Bouxwiller
Re/erred localities: Allmelas, Calcaire grossier sites.
Combined /aunal associations:
Marsupialia
lnsectivora
Chiroptera
Primates
Rodentia
Creodonta
Carnivora
Perissodactyla

Artiodactyla

:
:
:
:

PeratheriulIl SI'. AlIlphiperatheriUI1l goelhe;, Amphiperalherium baslergense.
Saturnillia sp., Buxolestes hammeli, HelerohYlls armatus, Heterohyus gracilis.
Palaeochiropleryx sp.
Nanllopithex filholi, Pericollodoll huerzeleri, Amphilemur leemalll1i, Phenacolemllr
sp.
: cL Paramys sp., Ailuravus picleli, P/esiarctolllYs hariellbergeri, Eogliravus hammeli,
Prolade/omys a/saticl/s.
: Proviverra typica, A/ienelheriwll bl/xwil/erl, Praecopsalis aculus, Allopterodon cL
Iherioides.
: Quercyga/e he/vetica.
: PachYl1%phus duvali, Propa/aeolherillm cf. parvu/um, Propalaeolherium cr. argelltonicum, AIlChilophlls cf. depereti, Lophiotheriul1l pygmaeul11, P/agiolophus cartieri,
Parap/agi%phus codiciensis, Pa/aeolheriwn eOCaellUl1l, Loplliodon medium, Lophiodoll medium, Lophiodoll parisiellsis, Lophiodoll cuvieri, Lophiodoll lapirotherium, Lophiodoll tapiroides, Para/ophiodoll /eplorIlYllchus, Para/ophiodoll bllchsowil/anum 11, CllaslJlolherium cartieri, Hyracllyus minim us.
: Dichobune robertiana, Buxobune daubreei, Hyperdichobune hammeli, A1el1iscodon
europaeum, AlIme/asia gabilleaudi, Calodonlheriwn cL fal/ax, Calodonllieriul11 sp.,
Catodonlherium cf. argelltoniclllll, Tapirtl/us er. majori, Cebochoerus dawsolli,
Cebochoerlls jaegeri, Cebochoerus Stlil/us, Cebochoerus ruelimeyeri, Mixtotheriulll
cf. prisca, Dacrytherium cr. elegans, Leplolheridillln cf. tragu/oides.

11. There is a problem of synonymy between the genera Para/oplJiodoJl DEDIEU. 1977 and Rhinocerolophiodoll
FtSCHER. t977.
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THE MIDDLE OR LATE EOCENE
THE BARTONIAN STAGE S. 1.

The late Eocene presents a formidable complex of difficulties. Until recently the
classic subdivision of the Eocene into three units, early, middle and late, corresponded to the three most widely used stages: Ypresian, Lutetian and Bartonian sensu
lata 12. The Mesogean equivalent of the latter was considered to be the Priabonian l3 ;
but recent work in marine stratigraphy (Cavelier and Pomerol, 1977) has shown that
in fact the Priabonian can be situated between the Bartonian sensu stricto (the early
part of the latc Eocene) and the Stampian sensu stricto (the early part of the Oligocene). Thus, as pointed out by Cavelier and Pomerol (1976), the limit between the
middle and the late Eocene could be placed either at the base of the Bartonian, as was
usual in northern Europe, or at the base of the Priabonian, as had been done in the
Mesogean region. But, as noted above, this choice has been eliminated by Hardenbol
and Berggren (1978) who showed that there is reason to include the Bartonian in the
middle Eocene.
For several generations of geologists, the Bartonian (in a sense that included the
present Priabonian) was divided into three substages : Auversian, Marinesian and
Ludian 14. Much confusion was involved in the latter: while the authors of the term
intended to designate only the Pholadomya ludensis marls (Marnes it Pholadomya
ludensis) and the gypsum beds above and 'below these marls, many later workers
extended the definition of the Ludian to include the Gypse de Montmartre. This
diversity of opinion contributed little towards clarifying the problem of the EoceneOligocene limit, since an equivalence had been demonstrated between the Gypse de
Montmartre and the Lattorfian beds 15. But this Lattorfian stage was for a long time
(and still is for many workers) considered in northern Europe as the base of the Oligocene. The Eocene-Oligocene limit thus passed through the middle of the Paris Basin
Ludian, a concept to which a number of workers objected. Denizot (1957) noted the
successive incoherencies contained in the definition of stages, or substages, created to
describe the formations of the late Eocene. Moreover many authors worked independently and at times with an inadequate knowledge of the faunal contents of the beds
in question, which aggravated the situation. The recent synthesis of Cavelier (1979) on
the subject of the Eocene-Oligocene limit has shed considerable light on the problem
and, among other things, has demonstrated the equivalence that exists between the
Ludian, the Priabonian and the Lattorfian. The limit would therefore pass between
the top of these stages and the bottom of the Stampian.
It should be stated that there is not yet complete assurance that the summit of the
Priabonian and the base of the Stampian coincide exactly; a hiatus may intervene.
12. Maycr-Eymar. 1857; type locality at Barton, England.

13. Munier-Chalmas and de Lapparenl, 1893 ; type locality at Priabona, Italy,
14. Auversian, Dollfus, 1877 ; type locality at Auvers-sur-Oise, France; Marinesain, Dollfus, 1905 ; type locality
at Marines, France; Ludian, Munier Chalmas and de Lapparent, 1893; type locality at Ludes, France.
15. Mayer-Eymar, 1893 ; type locality at Latdorf, Germany.
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For paleomammalogists the solution often adopted before the publications of
Cavelier and Pomerol, was to follow the «Lexique stratigraphique international»
(Denizot, 1957) ; the summit of the Eocene was considered to be above the level of
Euzet (see Fig. 15). Since then, the proposition of Cavelicr and Pomerol has been
gradually gaining acceptance; it must be admitted that it has the merit (and the satisfaction) of superimposing the Eoccne-Oligocene limit and the « Grande Coupure » of
Stehlin (1909). The latter is a major phenomenon in the history of Paleogene mammals
of Europe and corresponds to the striking interruption in faunal continuity that
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10. Egerkingen ; 11. Montmartre, Pant in ; 12. Le Guepelle ; 13. Grisolles ; 14. Headon Hill, Hordle ;
15. Neustadt, Nordshausen ; 16. Ehrenstein I A ; MOhren, Frohnstetten. Other Eocene localities of
France; 17. Rians (Sparnacian) ; 18. Argenton (early Lutetian) ; 19. Issei (middle Lutetian); 20. Bouxwilier (Late Lutetian) ; 21. Creechbarrow. 22. Mas de Gimel (Cuisian).
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occurred when paleogeographic conditions permitted Asian mammals to extend into
Europe; the event has been documented with increasing precision in such works as
those of Thaler, 1966 ; Hartenberger, 1973 ; Lopez and Thaler, 1974 ; Sige, 1975 a,
1975 b, 1976 ; Brunet, 1979 ; Vianey-Liaud, 1976, 1979 ; Lange-Badre, 1980.
Recent studies (Sige et al., 1977 ; Sudre, 1978 ; Heissig, 1979 ; Sige and VianeyLiaud, 1979) indicate that more endemic evolution nevertheless took place in Europe
preceeding the « Grande Coupure» than has here tofore been suspected. The hypothesis of Heissig holds that immigration from Asia through southeastern Europe was
possible during the middle Eocene, but the route was then broken in several places
with the result that a number of isolated centers of evolution developed. A marine
regression next permitted some forms to enter western Europe from these southern
centers. In the Priabonian, new land connections through the Balkans to southern
Asia and Anatolia (as well as to North Africa) were developed. With the « Grande
Coupure» unrestricted movement across the site of the former Turgai Strait was
possible but of little importance for western Europe since the latter was isolated by a
branch of the sea extending from the north across Poland to the region of the Black
Sea. However, considerable exchange took place between the Balkans and France
through an alpine bridge. It is only with the middle Oligocene that northern Asian
forms began to cross the Polish lowlands and to penetrate into western Europe,
although the marine Rhine grab en still presented a barrier.
Bartonian (s.1) mammal localities are numerous and most of them are situated in
the south of France; moreover, many karst localities can be added to those occurring
in stratified sediments, such as the celebrated fissure filling assemblages of Egerkingen
and Mormont, in Switzerland (Fig. 8) and, especially, the localities in Quercy : the
oldest of the Quercy sites dates from the late Eoccne and others in the region furnish
a continuity that extends to the late Oligocene (de Bonis et al., 1978 ; Crochet et al.,
1981 ).

Fig. 9. - Proposed stratigraphic correlations between the Paleogene basins of London, Hampshire,
Belgium and Paris, Of particular interest to the paieomammaiogisl are those mammal localities that
are situated in marine beds or in littoral deposits that can be directly correlated with them. Modified
from Curry, Gulinck and Pomeroi, 1969,
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THE AUVERSIAN SUBSTAGE

France
This period is nearly as poor in mammal localities as was the Lutetian. But happily
the karst fillings of Egerkingen (Switzerland), studied essentially by Stehlin at the
beginning of this century, has yielded a rich assemblage providing a fairly exact image
of the Auversian fauna. Nearly 50 genera are known, of which most are perisso'dactyls and artiodactyls. Although the collections were made from different fissures,
analysis of the assemblages shows that there was apparently not much difference in
age between them. The correlation that is possible between Egerkingen and Le Guepelle, a locality considerably less rich but situated in a marine section of the Auversian
(Ginsburg et al., 1965), demonstrates the attribution of the former to this substage.
The assemblage from Arcis-Ie-Ponsart (Paris Basin), greatly enlarged by the excavations of Louis, has recently been described by the latter (Louis, 1976). In the south of
France, a few localities containing Lophiodon can also be referred to the Auversian.
Finally, Lissieu (near Lyon), another karst filling, has furnished an interesting assemblage for this period (Hartenberger, 1969 ; Sudre, 1972).

England
An important new locality of this age has been briefly described by Hooker (1977)
from the Creechbarrow freshwater limestone at Creechbarrow Hill in Dorset. The
large collection being studied by Hooker represents about 35 species and has been
amassed since 1975. A small assemblage of mammals is known from the Barton Clays
at Hengistbury Head and at Barton Cliff (fig. 11).
The Auversian fauna represents a direct derivation from the Lutetian and in it a
great diversification of ceratomorphs took place; the artiodactyls, extremely varied
at Egerkingen, show even greater development in this respect and to a somewhat
lesser degree the phenomenon is repeated by the primates, represented by several
lineages. Among the rodents, information is still incomplete, but the theridomyids are
already present in the form of several genera, ancestors of lineages destined to diversify later (Paradelomys, Sciuroides and Eljomys).
Spain
Two localities, Laguarres and CappeUa (fig. 8), are referable to the lower part of
the Bartonian. Other than Lophiodoll specimens, they have yielded two primate
genera of particular interest: Arisella and Pseudoloris. Rodents are rather diversified
and ressemble closely those known at La Liviniere II (Hartenberger et al., 1968).
Recently, a new locality with rodents and charophytes of the same age as La Liviniere
and Laguarres was found in the Ebre Basin. A marine horizon with nannoplankton
of the NP 17 sone is situated at the top of the sequence (Anadon et al., 1982).
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Paris Basin type localities of principal Paleogene formations.

THE MARINESIAN SUBSTAGE

France
Most of the localities are situated in the south of France; Robiac and Le Castrais,
for example, are among those found in stratified sediments, and within the Castrais
the most important site is that of Lautrec (with Lophiodon lautricense). The oldest of
the Quercy karst sites is referable to this period, Le Bretou (Hartenberger et al., 1974),
as well as certain karst localities of Switzerland (Mormont - Ech~pens). The recent
discovery of the stratified locality of Grisolles in the Calcaire de Saint-Ouen of the
Paris Basin (Louis and Sudre, 1975 ; Hartenberger and Louis, 1976 ; Louis, 1976) has
permitted a precise correlation to be established with the classic sedimentary formations of the region.
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. England
The Huntingbridge division of the Bracklesham group has yielded two taxa of
mammals of rather minor significance.
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It is during the Marinesian that the first important modifications occur within the
mammalian assemblages, announcing the impoverishment of the terminal Eocene just
preceding the «Grande Coupure». As an indication, above the Robiac level the large
perissodactyl Lophiodon is no longer found and even at this locality it is represented
by only a single species; previously several commonly occurred in the same site. The
genera Palaeotherium and Plagiolophus clearly show a tendency to acquire hypsodont
characters and, among the rodents also, the first forms with hypsodont tendencies
appear (Theridomys, Pseudoltinomys and Eljomys); not long after, the latter
became more numerous than the brachyodont forms.

In general, one can say that the Bartonian mammalian assemblages are the direct
descendant of those of the Lutetian ; a long period of isolation began with the Lutetian and the fauna knew no important allochthonous additions before the «Grande
Coupure». The last half of the Eocene history of western European mammals can be
divided into two epochs: a period of intense diversification at the beginning of the
Bartonian, followed by a period of improverishment just before the « Grande Coupure» at the end of the Ludian. This impoverishment is especially marked in the large
mammals; apart from the disapearance of the lophiodons, the perissodactyls as a
whole are less diverse at the end of the late Eocene, and this phenomenon is still more
striking in the artiodactyls. Also, it must be added that the Primates do not survive in
Europe beyond the end of the Eocene.
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This history of the mammals has been paralleled by the paleoclimatic history of
western Europe; a decrease in mean annual temperature, with lower humidity, led to
a general degradation of the climate at the end of the Eocene. It is not yet possible to
describe precisely what type of climate it was, but it is certain that it was rather far
from the humid, tropical climate of the middle Eocene. Palynological stndies (GruasCavagnetto, 1978) give some indication of the evolution of these floras.
BARTONIAN CHARACTERIZING ASSEMBLAGES

Auvel'sian

1. Level of Egerkingen.
Re/erred localities: Le Guepelle; Les Echelles, Chamblon.
Combined faunal association :
Marsupialia
Insectivora

: Amphiperatherium bastbergellse.
: Heteroliyus europaeus, HeteroilYlIs gracilis.

Chiroptera

: Hipposideros egerkillgeJlsis, Stehlinia ruetJ'meyeri, Slehlil1ia plIsilla.

Primates

: Caenopithecus lemuroides, Pericollot/Oll pygmaeus, Anchomomys stei1lilli, Adapls
prisclIs, Adapis sciurells, Adapis ruetimeyeri.

Rodentia

: Proladelomys earlieri, Ailuravus pic/etf, Pfesiarctomys spectabilis.
: Proviverra f),pica, Alfopterotiofl phol/ox, Prodissopsalis theriadis, CYllohyaenodol1

Creodonta
Carnivora
Perissodactyla
Artiodactyla

IfUX, CYlloliyaellodoll ruetimeyeri, Propterodoll magnum, Oxyaelloides selllosseri.
: Quereyga/e helvetiea.
: Clwsmotherilllll eartieri, Lophiodoll rhinoeerodes, Pa/aeotheriu11l eocaenum, Pa/aeotllerill11l ruetimeyeri, Plagiolophus cartieri, Propalaeolherium helveticul11, Anchilopilus depereti.
: Hyperdichobulle /allgl~ Hyperdichobulle nobilis, A1eniscodon europaeum, A1ouillacitherium cartieri, Cebochoerus ruetimeyeri, Cebochoerus jurensis, A1ixtolherium
gresslyi, kfixlotherium prisCUf1l, Mixtotherium ill/ailS; Hap/obwlOdoll s%dllrense,
Hap/obunodoll mulled, Rhagatherium kowalevskyi, Catodontherillfll buxgovian/llu,
Catodontheriwn /al/ax, Dacrytheriul1l prisclll1l, Leptotheridium traguloides, Tapirullls depereti, Tapiru/us majori, Diehodoll ruetimeyeri, Hap/omeryx egerkingensis,
Pseudamphimeryx sclllosseri.

2. Level of Lissieu.
Marsupialia
Insectivora
Primates
Rodentia
Creodonta
Carnivora
Perissodactyla

Artiodactyla

: Didelphidae indet.
: LeplictidiwlI auderiense.
: Allchol1lomys gaillardi, Nallllopithex jilholi, Necro/emur sp.
: Protade/omys /ugdulIensis.
: Pl'Odissopsa/is theriodis, Prodissopsa/is gillsburgi.
: QlIercyga/e he/vetica.
: Propa/aeotheriulll isse/alluln, Propa/aeotheriUnI parvll/1ll1l, Lophiotheriwn pygmaeUnI, P/agiolophus cartieri, Anchilophus depereti, Pa/aeotheriulI1 castrense, Lophiodon lapirotheriul1l, Lophiodoll g/alldiclls, Lophiodoll rhinoeerodes, Lophiodoll aff.
thomasi, Para/ophiodon isse/ensis, Hyrachyus minimus, Chasmotheriwn carNeri.
: Dichobune robertialla, HyperdichobulIe /angi, Hyperdichobulle nobilis, A1elliscodoll
europeaUlI1, Mixtotheriwll prisctull, A-fixto/herium gresslyl, LophiobuJlodoll rhodanicul1l, Hap/obulloc/olll1lulleri, Daefy/heriulll prisclllll, Catodolllherium/allax, Ca/odOlltherium buxgoviallunI, Tapim/us c/epereti, Dichodoll /ugclunensis, Pseudamphimeryx sch/ossert.
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3. Level of La Liviniere.
Referred locality: Cesseras.
Combined faunal association
Marsupialia
Rodentia
Perissodactyla

Artiodactyla

: Peratherium sudrei, Amphiperatherium bourdellense.
: Paradelomys sp., Elfomys sp., Sciuroides sp., GliravlIs sp.
: Lophiodon leptorhynchul1l, Lopiliaspis Qeci/an/ells, PacltYll%phus duvali, Pachy~
nolophus cesserasiclls, Propalaeotherium parvu/um, Propalaeotherium isselanul1l.
: Lophiobullodon millervoisensis.

4. Bartonian of Spain.
Referred localities: Cappella, Laguarres, Pontils.
Combined faunal association
MarSllpialia
Insectivora
Primates
Rodentia
Perissodactyla
Artiodactyla

: Peratherium sp,

: Lepticlidae indet.

: Adapis pr/sells, Arisella capellae, Pseud%ris isabenae.
: Paradelomys sp., Sciuroides sp., Gliravus sp., Pseudoltillomys cosetanus.
: Lophiodon rhinocerodes, Anchilophus desmaresti, PachYllolophus cf. dumasi.
: Pseudamphimeryx ? sp., Cebochoerus suillus.

Marinesian

1. Level of Robiac.
Referred locality: Castrais (Lautree).
Combined faunal association:
Marsupialia
Chiroptera
Insectivora
Primates
Rodentia
Creodonta
Carnivora
Perissodactyla

Artiodactyla

: Peratherium sudrei, Amphiperatherium bourdellellse, Amphiperatherium fontense.
: Arcllaeonycteris sp., Stehlinia sp., cf. Palaeoc/liropteryx sp., Rhinolophoide indet.
: Satuminia mamerleflsis, Satuminla hartenbergeri, Heterohyus sudrei.
: Necrolemur antiquus, Adapis sudrel, Pseudoloris parvulus, Gesneropithex sp.
: Pseslarctomys hurzeleri, Gliravus robiacensis, Paradelomys crusa/onti, Efjomys
tobielli, Remys minim us, Suevosciurus romalli.
: P/erodon dasyuroides.
: Quercygale allgustidens, Simamphicyon helveticus.
: Plagiolopllus annectells, Palaeo/herll/m castrense, Palaeotherium siderolithicum,
Palaeotherium ruetimeyeri, Palaeotherium pomeli, Leptolophus stehlini, Anchilopilus duasi, AlIchilophus gaudilli, Anchilophus desmaresti, Lophiotherium robiacellsis, Lophiodon lautricensis, Chasmotherium carteri.
: Mouillacitherium elegalls, Cebochoerus campichii, Cebochoerus ? helveticus, Choeropotamus lautricellsis, Catodontherium robiacensis, Catodolltherium ? paquieri,
Tapirulus sclz/osseri, Robiacina milluta, Haplomeryx pictell, Xiphodoll castrense,
Paraxiphodon cou/,//ovense, Leptotheridium ef. traguloides, Haplomeryx ef. picteti,
Pseudamphimerix renevieri.

2. Level of Grisolles.
Referred localities: Le Bretou, Paris (Batignolles, pare Moneeau, Gare du Nord),
Creeehbarrow, Barton Cliff, Hengistbury Head.
Combined faunal association :
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Marsupialia
Chiroptera
Insectivora
Primates
Rodentia
Carnivora
Condylarthra
Perissodactyla
Artiodactyla

: Peratherillm bretollellse, Peratheriu11I lavergllellse, Amphiperatherium bOllre/el/ellse,
Amphiperatheriul11 millulufll, Amphiperalheriwll gi5:elense.
: RhillOlophlls sp., VesperliliavlIs gracilis, Vesperliliavus sp., Rhinolophoi'de indet.
: Salumillia grisollensis, Sall/rninia grandis, Sall/minia inlermedia, Scraeva sp. Helerohyus sudrei.
: Adapis cf. sue/rei, Ae/apis aff. magI/us, « Anc1zo11lomys» gl'isollensis, Neero/emur
zitteli, Microc1zoel'lls erillaceus, Nannopilhex Jilholi, Pseud%ris erusajonli, Amphilemur sp.
: Plesiarclomys sp., Ailuravus stehlinischaubi, Theridomys var/eli, Suevosciurus l'lISsem. Treposciul'lls sp., Pselldoltinomys sp., Parade/omys cl'lIsajollli.

: Miacidae indet.
: Pugiodells sp.
: Lophioe/on lautrieense var. jralleolliellm, Propalaeolheriulll ef. parvulwl1, Lophiotllerium robiacellse, Plagi%pllus sp., Alfcllilopllus desmaresti, Palaeotheriwl1 castrense.
: Anthracobullodolllouisi, Clloeropotamus sp., Ceboclloerus eampie/tii, Ceboclloel'lls
he/\'eliclls,' Cebochoerus cL ruelimeyeri, Mixlotherium priscuUl, Hap/obullodon sp.,
Rhaga/herillln sp., Dacrytherium cL elegans, Robiacilla millula, Leptotheridiul1l cf.
tragu/oides, Xiphodoll cL cas/rense, Dichodon cllspidatus, Hap/omelYx cf. picteti,
Pseudamphimeryx pavloviae.

THE LATE EOCENE
THE PRIABONIAN STAGE -

THE LUDIAN SUBSTAGE

The series of historical events leading up to the present consideration of the Priabonian as the stage representing the late Eocene have been discussed earlier (p. 28, 29,
30).

As noted above, the Ludian is a time of particular significance. Apart from the
polemic that surrounded it in the boundary problem, its fauna has a distinctive character. It is possible to summarize in four categories the tendancies that are apparent
in this fauna:
- impoverishment by the extinction of certain lineages ;
- a few appearances, of speculative origin, by groups of a modern type
- the frequent presence of hypsodonty in several groups;
- the individualization of biogeographic subprovinces, or fragmentation of the
insular European region.
These evolutionary facts, documented by mammalian assemblages, seem related
on one hand to the strong degree of endemism that was caused by the relative isolation of Europe during more than 10 million years (since the last major faunal exchange
in the Sparnacian), and on the other hand to climatic modifications which led to a
pronounced degradation of the previous climate. These negative climatic oscillations
were accentuated on two occasion towards the end of the Eocene (Cavelier, 1979 ;
Savin et al., 1975) ; it is quite likely that they were manifestations of general conditions prevailing on a global scale (Frakes and Kemp, t973). The importance of the
climatic crisis has been recently underscored by Berggren et al. (1980) who call it the
«Terminal Eocene Event» (for a recent bibliography on the problem, see Cavalier et
al.. 1981).
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The phenomenon of the «Grande Coupure», formerly regarded as a brutal immigration of an ensemble of Asia forms, now can be seen instead as more a consequence
of late Eocene environment and geography.
Many European artiodactyl lineages disappeared; they and primates are notably
less numerous in Ludian assemblages than before. As an example, the locality of
Frohnstetten (Dehm, 1937) has yielded an abundant fauna, but one that is significantly little varied. These disappearences are not compensated by the few appearances
that can be ascertained. For some of the latter the possibility could be raised that they
heralded to a small extent the flood of allochthonous immigrants that arrived at the
«Grande Coupure». Certain elements (Anoplothel'ium) allow this eventuality to
persist, but others, like cainotheriids (Oxacl'On), are the result of autochthonous evolution (Sudre, 1978). Evolutionary modifications in rodent communities have been
recently summarized (Vianey-Liaud' and Hartenberger, 1982).
The existence of biogeographic sub provinces seems clearly indicated by the minor
differences in faunal composition observed in diverse groups for localities situated,
for example, south of the Pyrenees (Hartenberger, 1973), in England (Sudre, 1974) or
in southern Germany (Schmidt-Kittler, 1971 ; Hartenberger, 1973 ; Schmidt-Kittler
and Vianey-Liaud, 1975). Differences at a specific or subspecific level exist within
rodent populations' from these regions; Sudre made comparable observations with
respect to the artiodactyls and primates in southern England and in southern France.
Related to this phenomenon and a prop os of the« Grande Coupure», Schmidt-Kittler
and Vianey-Liaud (1975) have demonstrated that the wave of immigrants that appeared in France at the Hoogbutsellevel made a more precocious appearance in southern
Germany, where cricetids are known as early as the level of Frohnstetten.
France

The numerous Quercy sites (La Bouffie, Les Pradigues, Celarie, Escamps, Perriere
and Malperie: see Crochet et al., 1981) and the wide geographic distribution of other
localities have produced an adequate material for demonstrating the interest of this
period in the history of Paleogene mammals, preceeding the dramatic crisis of the
«Grande Coupure». The best localities of this period are Euzet-les-Bains (= SaintHyppolyte-de-Caton), Fons and La Debruge in the south of France, and Montmartre
in Paris; studies of the mammals from the latter site by Cuvier early in the 19th century were of considerable importance in launching the sciences of comparative anatomy and vertebrate paleontology.
England

The Ludian faunas of England are comprised of those from the Lower, Middle
and Upper Headon Beds, the Osborn Beds, the Bembridge limestones and marls and
the lower part of the Hamstead Beds. This represents an important sequence which
has provided a large assemblage of fossil mammals. The most extensive collection is
that from Headon Hill, Hordle Cliff, Totland Bay and Whitecliff Bay out of the
Lower Headon Beds (HH I). The Middle Headon Beds (the Microchoerus Beds), also
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at Headon Hill, and the Brockenhurst Beds at Roydon have produced the smallest
variety of mammals, while the fauna from the Upper Headons, again at Headon Hill
(HH 2-4), is of intermediate size. Unfortunately, there is not much from the continental side of the France-Anglo-Belgian basin with which to compare or correlate these
assemblages.
From the Osborne Beds, at Headon Hill (HH 5) and other localities, a rather
important fauna is known that has long been considered as equivalent to that from
the Gypse at Montmartre.
Another diversified fauna has been collected from the Bembridge limestones, next
in the Isle of Wight section, at Headon Hill (HH 6-7) as well as number of other sites.
The overlying Bembridge marls have also furnished an interesting fauna.
For an excellent analysis of the Tertiary beds in the British Isles and their correlation with the rest of Europe, see Curry et al., 1978. For a different treatment of the
correlation problem, based on vertebrate fossils, the reader is directed to Russell et
al., 1982.
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West Germany
Mammal sites that correspond to the levels of La Debruge, Montmartre and
Escamps-Frohnstetten have been found in the south of Germany and in northern
Hesse. Because of difficulties concerning the placement of the Eocene-Oligocene
boundary, these localities are here regarded to be of late Eocene age, whereas German
pale ontologists have until now ranged them in the early Oligocene ; they will be treated in that part of the text.
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Spain
The important localities in Spain are Sosis (in the Tremp Basin) and Llamaquique
(Oviedo). The fauna is comparable to that of Euzet (early Ludian) 16 and the few sites
known in Spain are the richest yet known from the Paleogene of that country. On the
generic level there are essentially no differences from the fauna of Languedoc or of
the Quercy, but species particularities are apparent which evoke segregation of a geographic order (Casanovas Cladellas, 1975 ; Crusafont-Pair6, 1961 ; Crusafont-Pair6
et al., 1963 ; Crusafont-Pair6 and Golpe-Posse, 1968 ; Hartenberger, 1973).
Geographically originating differences with respect to the contemporaneous fauna
of the rest of Europe are quite clear in the late Ludian and well documented (VianeyLiaud, 1979 b). Unfortunately, localities of this age are very rare in Spain.
Portugal

,

In Portugal only a few localities (Cilja, in particular), of late Eocene age, have
been made known (Antunes, 1967 ; Antunes in Ribeiro et al., 1979), but they are of
considerable local importance for the classification of the stratigraphy of continental
formations.
Turkey and Bulgaria
Ozansoy (1966) has figured an upper molar of an erinaceid that was found in the
provinces of <;::orum, at Yaglit. He gave its age as late Eocene, but presented no evidence for this assignement.
A lignitic locality in Bulgaria, Tscherno More (north of Burgas), is dated by stratigraphic means and by palynology as late Eocene. This site,with two species of Elomeryx (Nikolov, 19(7) represents an extension of the environmental conditions that
prevailed in parts of neigh boring Turkey apparently throughout the Eocene and Oligocene.
Yugoslavia
A single specimen of anthracothere, Prominatherium dalmatinum (MEYER, 1854)
(generic name: Teller, 1884) from the Promina beds of Dalmatia, bears mentioning.
The fact that its age could well be late Eocene (an element of uncertainty does exist)
would make this form perhaps the first in the anthracothere invasion of Europe.

16. Concerning the age of Euzet, it has been correlated with certain levels of the Headon Beds (in southern
England) by means of mammals, but an equivalence between the brackish water sediments in the Headon Beds and
the Marnes de Ludes (of the type section near Reims, France) cannot be considered as definitely proven; Euzet could
belong to the lale Marinesian.
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PRIABONIAN CHARACTERIZING ASSEMBLAGES

Llldiall

1. Level of Fons 4.
Referred localities: Fons I, Fons 2, Fons 3, FOBs 5, FOBs 6, Euzet. Aubrelong 2,
La Bou ffie, Les Ciapiers.

Combined fal/nal association:
Marsupialia
Chiroptera
Insectivora
Primates
Rodentia

Creodonta
PerissodactyJa

Artiodactyla

: Peratileriufll lavergllense, Amphiperatheriul1l fOil/el/se, Ampiliperatllerium ballrdel-

let/se, Amphiperatherium m/null/m, Ampliiperatlierium gise/ense.
: Slehlillia 'p.
: Satuminia sp.
: Microchoerus erinaceus, Adapis magllus, Huerzeleris quercyi.
: Plesiarctomys sp., Gliravus mer/d/analis, Sciuroides intermedius, Paradelomys emsa·
IOllti, Suevosciurus (Treposciurus) mutabilis, Microsuevosciurus minimus, Theridomys euzetellsis, Estellomys cansal/ni, Pseudoltillomys mamertetlsis, Eljomys parvuIus, Remys gar/mondi.
: Quercytherium tenebrosum, Hyaenodoll requlem~ Hyaenodoll minor, Paroxyaena
galliae.
: Plagiolophus annectens, Palaeotherillm siderolithlcum, Palaeotherium medium,
Pa/aeotherium curtum, Anchilophus cr. dumasi, Anchilophus er. galldinl, Paehyno~
/ophus garimondi, Propa/aeother;utn sp.
: Mouillacither;um e/egans, Ceboehoerus minor, Ceboehoerus jontensis, Ceboehoerus
cL /aellstris, Cheoropotamus sudrei, Choeropotamus depereti, LeptotheridiwJ1/lIgeo~
ni, DaerytheriuUl ovinwll, Diehodoll eervillum, Hap/omeryx euzetellsis, XipJlOdon
illtermediul1l, Paraxiphodofl teu/onellsis, Pseudamphimeryx renevieri.

2. Level of Perriere.
Referred localities: Maiperie, Lavergne, Headon Hill(HH 1-2), Rosieres 5, Saieme,
Les Sorcieres.

Combined fal/nal associatioll :
Marsllpialia
Insectivora

Chiroptera
Primates
Rodentia

Creodonta
Carnivora
Perissodactyla

: Peratherlulll perrierense, Peratherium /avergnense, Peratherium cltvier;, Amphipera~
therium millufum, Alllphiperatherillm jontense.
: Saturninia gracilis, Saturnillia beata, Scraeva woodi, Scraeva hatherwoodellsis, Eota/~
pa anglica, Cryptopithecus major, Heterohyus llatlllS, Pseudorhyncocyoll caylux;.
: Hipposideros seh/osser', Rhinolophoid indet., Stehlillia gracilis, Stehlinia quercyi,
cr. Tadorida sp., Vespertiliavus gracilis, Vespertiliavus sp., Paraphyllophora quercyi,
Necromantis adiohaster.
: Pseud%ris parvulus, Microchoerus erinaceus, Adapis Illagllus, «AnchollloIllYs» er.
grisollensis, AmphUemur sp., Neero/emllr alltiquus.
: P/esiarctomys sp., Gliravus prisetts, Gliravus meridiollalis, Sciuroides ehrensteillellsis,
Treposciurus mUlabilis helvetieus, Treposciurus intermedius, Suevosciurus mutabilis,
Suevosciurlls pa/ustr's, Tha/erimys jordi, lJleridomys pseudosiderolithieus, Therido~
mys euzetellsis, Paradelomys quereyi, Pseudoltinomys phosphorleus, Elfomys par~
luvus, Alicrosuevosciurus minimus.
: Prototomus ? millor, Hyaenodon requieni, Hyaellodon braehyrhynehus, Hyaenodoll
minor, Paroxyaena galliae.
: Quercygale angllstidens, Miacis exilis.
: Allchilophus sp., Plogi%phus antleetens, Palaeotherium magnum slehlini, Palaeo·
therlum muehlbergi praeeursllm, Palaeotlierium duvali priscwn.
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Artiodactyla

: Mouillacilherium elegans, Aea/heru/um pumUul1l, Mix/otherlllm cusp/datum, Dacry·
therlum av/num, Leptotheridium /ugeoni, Robiacina" quercyi, Tap/ru/us perrierensis,
Haplomeryx pie/etl, Pseudamphimeryx pav/ov/oe, Pseudamphimeryx renevieri, Pseudamphimeryx hantonellsis, Dichodon cervinum, DicJlOdon cusp/dolus, Dip/opus

aymardi, Robiacina lavergnellsis.

3. Level of La Dlfbruge.
Referred localities: Cregols, Mas de Labat, Sainte-Neboule, Gousnat, Headon
Hill (HH 5), Ehrenstein I A, G()sgen Kanal, Dielsdorf.
Combined faunal association :
Marsupialia
Insectivora

Chiroptera
Primates
Rodentia

Creodonta
Carnivora
Perissodactyla

Artiodactyla

: Peratherium cuvieri, Peratherium cay/uxi, Amphiperatherium m/null/in, A.lomond/ni.
Salumill/a gracilis, S. beata, Scraeva woodi, Scraeva hatherWDodel1sis, Dysplerna
hopwoodi, Heterohyus sp., Pseudorhyneoeyoll eayluxi.
Hipposideros seh/osseri, Palaeophyllophora ollina, P. quereyi, Rhinolophlls cf. pris·
eus.
Adapis stilltOlli, Adapis magnus, A. parisiensis, Protoadapis ulmensis, Neerolemur
antiqllus, Pseudoloris parvulus, Mieroehoerus erinaeeus edwardsi.
: Pseudosciurus praeeedens, Paradelomys spelaeus, Microsuevosciurus millimus, Sdu·
roides quercyi, Treposciurus mutabilis, Ectropomys exiguus, Thalerimys headollellsis,
Patriotheridomys sp., Pseudoltinomys gousnatensis, Elfomys aff. parvullls, Arehaeo·
mys (Blainvillimysj sp., Theridomys pseudosiderolithicus, Theridomys perrealensis,
Plesiarctomys gervaisi, Gliravus cf. priseus.
Pterodon dasyuroides, Hyaenodon requielli, Hyaenodon heberti, Hyaenodoll minor,
Hyaenodon brachyrhynchus.
Cynodyetis laeustris, cf. Palaeoprionodon sp.
Palaeotherium duvali duvali, Palaeotherium magnum girondicum, Palaeotherium
medium perrealense, Palaeotherlum crassum robuslum, Palaeotherium siderolithi·
cum, Palaeotherium muelllbergi muehlbergi, Palaeotherium curIum villerealense,
Plaglolophus minor, Plagiolophus anneetens, Anchilophus radegondense.
: Dichobune leporina, Diehobune ef. fraasi, ChoeroPQtamus parisiensis, Xiphodon
gracile, Dichodoll cf. frohnstettense, Diehodon stehlini, Dichodon cervinum, Dicho~
don cuspidatum, Dacrytherium saturnini, Tapirulus hyracinlls, Anoplotherium commune, Alloplotherium tatipes, Anoplotherium laurillardi, Diplobulle secllndaria,
Haplomeryx zitteli, EtomelYx erispus, Oxacroll courloisi, Amphimeryx murinus,
Pseudamphimeryx sp., Aeotherulum pumilum, Haplobunodon Iydekkeri, Aeotheru·
lum saturninum, Daerytherium lugroni.

4. Level of Montmartre.
Referred localities: Mormoiron, Headon Hill (HH 6, HH 7), M()hren 6, MormontEntreroches, St-Etienne de l'Olm, Escamps, Coanac, Lostange, Palembert, Rosieres 1, 2 et 4, Sindou 0, Tabarly.
Combined fallnal association :
Marsupialia
Insectivora
Primates
Chiroptera

Peratherium cuvieri, Peratherium lallrillardi, Amphiperatherillm minutum, A. lamall~
dini, A. antiquum, A. exile.
Seraeva woodi, Scraeva hatherwoodensis, Pseudorhyneaeyon cayluxi, Saturninia gra·
eills, S. tabieni, Amphidozotherium cayluxi.
Adapis parisiensis, Adapts duvernoyi, Mieroehaerus arnatus, MicrocJwerus erinaceus, Pseudoloris parvulus.
« Vespertilio» cerotilloides, Stehlinia gracilis, Hipposideros morloli, H. sch/osseri,
Palaeophyllophora ollina, P. quercyi, Rhinolophus priseus.
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Rodentia

Creodonta
Carnivora
Perissodactyla

Artiodactyla

Tlleridomys aff. siderolitllieus, Blainw'l!imys rotundidens, Patriotheridomys allus,
Pseudoltinomys cllvieri, Eljomys parvulus, EctropOJi,yS exiguus, Sciuroides sp., Suevosciurus fraasi, Suevosciurus ellingellsis, Pseudosciurus suevicus, Gliravus priscus,
Plesiarelomys sp., Paradelomys spelaeus, Oltinomys plalyeeps.
Hyaenodon brachyrhynehus, Plerodoll dasyuroides, Galelllylax blainvillei, Parapleradon lostal/gellsis.
Cynodiclis parisiensis, Cephalogale parisiensis, Cynodictis comprollideus.
Palaeotherium magnum magnum, PalaeotheriUI1l CraSSll/1l crassultl, Palaeotherium
medium medium, Palaeotherium siderolithicum, Palaeotherium muelhbergi muelhbergi, Palaeotheriwn curtum eurtum, Palaeotherium duvali duvali, Plagi%phus
minor, P/agi%phus annectens, Anchilophus radegondel1sis.
Diplobune secundaria, Xiphodoll graCile, Diehobune leporina, Amphimeryx murinus,
Haplomeryx obliquus, Choeropotamus parisiensis, Choeropotamus depereli, Anoplotherium commune, Allop/otheriulll laurillardi, Hap/oblillOdoll Iydekkeri, Hyperdiehobllne splnijera, Hyperdichobune speetabilis, Acotherulum pumilum, Aeotheru/um
saluminulll, Rhagatheriutn valdense, Oeloells minor. .

5. Level of Frohnstetten.
Referred localities: Saint-Capraise-d'Eymet, Lascours, Neustadt, Nordshausen,
Mtlhren 19, Ehrenstein I B, Baby, ? Pantin, Bembridge limestones, Bembridge
marls.
Combined faunal association:
Marsupialia
Insectivora
Chiroptera
Primates
Rodentia

Lagomorpha
Creodonta
Carnivora
Perissodactyla

Artiodactyla

Peratherium euvieri, Amphiperatheriulll ambiguum, Amphlperatheriwll exile.
Slehlillia minor, Stelllinia sp., Tadarida sp., Amphidozotherillm cayluxi, Saturninia
gracilis, Scraeva woodi, Scraeva hatllerwoodensis.
Palaeophyllophora aff. oltina, Hipposideros cf. morloti, Hipposideros cf. sehlosseri,
Rhinolophus cr. priscus, Vesperliliavus sp.
Adapis parisiensis, Microehoerus erinaceus, Pseud%ris pm'vulus, Pseud%ris cf.
reglianti.
Patriotheridomys allus, Blainvillimys rotundidens, Pseudoltinomys cuvieri, Therido~
mys golpei, Theridomys sp., Theridomys aff. aquatilis, Oltillomys platyceps, Paradelomys spe/aeus, Mierosuevosciurus cr. minimlJs, 71wlerimys fordi, Scuevosciurlls
jraasi, Seluroides sp., Pseudosciurus suevicus, Eclropomys exigulIs, Gliravus priscus,
Oliravus aff. meridionalis, P/esiarclomys cr. germisi.
Shamolaglls franconieus.
Plerodoll dasyuroides, Hyaenodoll gervaisi, Hyaenodon brachyrhYllclluS.
CYllodyctis compressidens var. viverroide, CYllodyelis sp.
Palaeolherium curIum froll1lstettense, Palaeotherium medium flledlum, Palaeotheriwll medium suevicum, Palaeolherlum mueflzbergi mue/hbergi, Palaeotherium curtum curium, Palaeolheriwn duvali duvali, Pa/aeotherium magnum magnum, Plagiolophus annectens, Plagi%phus millor, Plagi%phus jraasi, Allchilophus. radegondellsis.
Diplobllne secolldaria, Dichobufle /eporina, CllOeropotamus parisiensis, Oxacron
courloisi, Allop/otheriulll /aurillardi, Anoplotherium commune, Tapirulus Izyracinus,
Dacrylherium ovillwn, Diehodon frollllstettense, Haplobunodon Iydekkeri, Xiplzo~
don gracile, Hap/omeryx zitteli, Pseudamphimeryx rellevieri, Aeotherulum saturninum, Amphimeryx Illllrinus, Amphirlzagatheriulll frohllsteltense, Parage/oells sllevicus, Elomeryx sp.
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Ludian of Spain

1. Early Ludian.
Referred localities: Sosis, Roc de Santa, Liamaquique.
Combined faunal association :

Rodentia

:
:
:
:

Creodonta
Carnivora
Perissodactyla

:
:
:

Artiodactyla

:

Marsupialia
Insectivora
Primates

Peralherium perrierense, Pera/herium lavergnense.
Leptictis sp., Saturn/nia sp,
Adapis mognus, Necrolemur antiquus, Necrolemur erinaceus, Pseud%ris parvu/us.
Theridomys euzetensis, Suevosciurus mutabilis, Estellomys iberiells, Pseudoltinomys
sp., Gliravus aff. pr/sells.
Hyaenodon minor, Hyaenodon heberti.
Miaels exilis, Viverravus sp,
Palaeo/herium magnum, Palaeo/herium medium, Palaeotherium crusajonti, Paloeotherium curtum, P/agi%phus aI/nee/ens, Anchilophus dumasi, Anchilophus gaud/ni.
Choeropolamus sudrei, Dacry/herium Dv/num, Leptotheridium lugeoni, Dichodoll
cervinufll, Xiphodon illtermedium, Haplomeryx euzetensis.

2. Late LlIdian.
Referred localities: San Cugat de Gavadons, Huermeces del Cerro.
Combined faunal association
Marsupialia
Primates
Rodentia
Perissodactyla
Artiodactyla

: Didelphidae inde!.
: Pseudoloris reguanti, Microehoerus ornatus, Neerolemur sp.
: Pairomys erusa/onti, Theridomys golpei, Pseudoltinomys euvieri, E/jomys non us,
Gliravus sp.
: Palaeotherium magnum, Palaeotherium medium.
: Moiaehoerus simpsoni, Dichodon cf. frohnstettense, Dichodon eervinum, AcotheruIlIm sirnpsoni, Xiphodon gracile.

THE OLIGOCENE EPOCH
The definition of the beginning of the Oligocene has been the subject of numerous
controversies [Colloque sur le Paleogime, Bordeaux, 1962 (Mem. B.R.O.M. nO 28,
1964) ; Colloque sur I'Eocene, Paris, 1968 (Mem. B.R.O.M. n° 58, 1968, and 69, 1969) ;
Cavelier, 1972, 1979]. One contradiction in the historical sense of the term is that the
important « Oligocene» marine transgression, that Beyrich intended to emphasize,
actually begins, in Northern Germany, early in the late Lutetian (Martini and Ritskowski, 1969). But without going further into the argument, it is of interest to note
that despite the work of Stehlin (1909), which showed the importance of the faunal
renewal after the late Ludian, most European paleomammalogists followed the definitions in the « Lexique stratigraphique international» (Denizot, 1957) wherein the
Oligocene included the late Ludian. At present many stratigraphers (Cavelier and
Pomerol, 1977, for example) place the deposits of the Lattorfian s.s. (= late Ludian)
in the late Eocene, in which case the Oligocene would begin after the last Priabonian
deposits, with the base of the Stampian t7, and after the « Grande Coupure ».
17. A. d'Orbigny, 1852; type locality at Etampes, France.
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Some paleomammalogists (for example, Sige and Vianey-Liaud, 1979 ; Hartenberger, 1979) feel that the mammalian fossil record is even inapplicable to the problem of
the Eocene-Oligocene boundary; the latter is, in their opinion, marine in nature and
the paleomammalogist in consequence should follow the results of stratigraphers and
micropaleontologists, and not the contrary. However, good correlations by any
means can be of value; between parallel biochronologic sequences, one based on
marine and the other on terrestrial organisms, links have frequently been established.
The type section of the Stampian was defined by A. d'Orbigny in the Paris Basin
for the beds included between the base of the Argile verte de Romainville to the Calcaire superieur d'Etampes. The early Stampian (= early Oligocene) is represented,
locally, by a time-rock division of facies value only, the Sannoisian. Between the late
Stampian (= middle Oligocene) and the Aquitanian a relatively thick group of deposits represents the late Oligocene. They do not correspond exactly to the Chattian
Stage, whose definition is still subject to discussion.
Mocromommal
Marker Horizons
( Brunet,1975)
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Fig. 13. ~ Comparison of marker horizons of the Oligocene based on micromammals (left) and on
macromammals (right).

The Oligocene, then, is made up of three divisions:
- the early Oligocene = early Stampian ;
- the middle Oligocene = late Stampian ;
- the late Oligocene = an as yet undefined, or undecided upon, stage (Cavelier
and Pomerol, 1977) (opinion at present appears to be deciding in favor of using
the stage name Chattian).
Within the above framework many successive localities occur and the unfolding of
mammalian history can be viewed as a continuous phenomenon. Within this continuum it is possible to observe considerable detail in faunal renewal and in evolution-
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ary changes. In the late Stampian, for example, four distinct horizons are discernable
in certain rodent lineages. The greatest precision for correlating such paleofaunas will
not be made at the level of combined faunal assemblages (grouping all the elements of
a stratigraphic stage or substage), but with assemblages from single points in time,
that is, those corresponding to marker levels.
REGIONAL GROUPS OF LOCALITIES

The disproportionate size of this section on the localities of the Oligocene, with
respect to those of the preceding stages, is dictated by the great number of sites, by
their concentration in scattered regions, and by the richness and variety of their
included assemblages.
France: Aquitanian Basin
The Oligocene begins here with the Castillon Formation from which has been
collected the rich fauna of Soumailles. Apart from the forms inherited from the
Ludian, such immigrants as Enteiodon magnum antiquum and ElIsmilus bidentatus
are also found. The upper part of this formation contains a few localities at SainteMarthe.
The Molasses de I' Agenais, which continue throughout most of the duration of the
Oligocene, contain in their lower part the localities of Puylaurens and Villebramar.
The latter has furnished a fine assemblage (Brunet, 1970, 1979) with perissodactyls,
artiodactyls, creodonts, carnivores and a few rodents. In the middle part of the Molasses de I' Agenais are known two localities: Saint-Martin-de-Casselvi (= Saint-Martin-'
de-Briatexte) and Rabastens. Finally, the upper levels of this formation have yielded
abundant mammals in the locality of La Milloque (Brunet, 1979), The association of
a small anthracothere (Microbllnodon minimum) with a primitive brachypothere
(Brachypotherium aff. iemanense), a middle-sized acerathere (Mesaceratherium aff.
pallihiacensis) and the rodents Archaeomys iallri/lardi, /ssiodoromys pseudanaema
and ElIcricetodon praecursor indicates a position late in the late Oligocene of this
site; it is nevertheless a little older than that of Coderet, the last level of the Oligocene.

Fig. 14. -

Geographic distribution of Oligocene localities of \Vestern Europe: 1. Montalban ; 2. Cam-

pins; 3. Saint-Martin-de-Briatexte, Rabastens ; 4. La Milloque ; 5. Villebramar. Soumailles; 6. SainteMarthe; 7. (Quercy) Aubrelong I, Ravel, Mas de Got, La PI ante 2, Roqueprune 2, La Garouilles, Les
Bories, Hardies, Mege, Pcch-Crabit, Genebrieres, BeIgarric, Rigal-Jouet, Espeyrasse. La Deveze, Mas
de Pauffie, Pech Desse, Pech du Fraysse ; 8. Le Portel ; 9. Les MatcHes, Saint- Vincent-de.Barbeyrar·
gues, Assas, La Colombicre ; 10. Boujac, Sarele ; 11. Saint· Viclor·La·Coste ; 12. Sainl·Henri, Les
Chapelins, Fontaines-de- Vaucluse, Mazan, Saint·Martin-de-Castillon, Aubenas-les-Alpes ; 13.- La Tui·
liere; 14. Antoingt, Cournon ; 15. Coderet; 16. Lovagny; 17. Balm, Oensingen-Ravellen, Mumliswyl,
Boningen, Aarwangen, La·Fabrique·pres-Boudry, Rickenbach, Nant d'Avril, KUttingen ; 18. Etam·

pes; 19, Isle of \Vight (see Bosma. 1974. for locality details) ; 20, Hoogbutsel. Hoeleden; 21, Heimersheim; 22. Ehrenstein lB, Ehingen 1, 2, Ronheim I, Schelklingcn, Herrlingen, Bernloch IB, Burgma· .
gerbein I, 2 ; Ehrenstein 4, Gaimersheim ; 23. Lobsann.
.
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Quercy
Sixteen localities occur in this region distributed throughout eight successive biochronologic levels, from the « Orande Coupure» to the beginning of the late Oligocene (level of Boningen). The terminal Oligocene (level of Rickenbach and Coderet) is
not represented in the phosphate pockets of Quercy (de Bonis et al., 1973).
The first Oligocene localities, Aubrelong 1 and Ravet (with 32 mammalian species)
contain, beside the persist ant lineages from the Eocene, immigrants of the « Orande
Coupure».
The fauna of the beginning of the middle Oligocene, the level of VilIebramar,
(from the localities of Mas de Oot, La Plante 2 and Roquebrune 2) is known by nearly
50 species. It differs from the following level, that of Montalban (with the localities of
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Pech Crabit, Mege and Itardies), only by the more archaic character of certain lineages (BlainvillilllYs gregarius and Eucricetodon atavus) and by the absence of Pseudocricetodon.
Only a single locality corresponds to the level of Chapelins ; the site (Genebriere I)
is represented by a small remnant of sediment on the wall of a phosphate pocket that
has yielded rodents and chiropterans.
It is possible to distinguish two levels in the interval of the late middle Oligocene
by the use of rodents (in particular), Belgarric and Rigal-Jouet. In the same manner,
one can distinguish two levels at the beginning of the late Oligocene, that of Mas de
Pauffie and that of Pech Desse-Pech du Fraysse (level of Boningen) ; this last level is
characterized by /ssiodorolllYs quercyi, ArchaeolllYs intermedius and Blainvillimys
geminatus.

. Basins of the south and sontheast of France
(Synclines to the north and northwest of Montpellier (Herault) ;
the Ales Basin (Oard) ; the synclines of Provence).
The sedimentation in the Oligocene basins of the Montpellier region took place in
two phases. One of them resulted in the deposition of the Lez Formation and the
second gave rise to the Assas Formation. These two episodes are separated by a
phase of tectonic movements and fracturing. It is the second that has furnished the
mammal localities: Assas, Les Matelles and Saint-Vincent-de-Barbeyrargues, the
fauna of which indicates a position high in the middle Oligocene, at the level of
Antoingt.
The terminal Oligocene (level of Coderet) is represented by fissure fillings in the
quarries of La Colombiere, north of Montpellier (see Thaler, 1966 ; Vianey-Liaud,
1979 b).
The localities of the Ales Basin have been found in the large detrital ensemble that
is limited to the west by the Cevennes fault (direction NE-SW) : Boujac, very close to
the fault, and Sarele, more to the north at the eastern edge of the formation (see
Hartenberger et al., 1970). These two localities, from their fauna, seem close to the
level of Boningen. The terminal Oligocene is represented by the karst filling of SaintVictor-Ia-Coste (see Remy and Thaler, 1967 ; Hugueney, 1968 ; Vianey-Liaud, 1972).
The Argiles de Marseille contain the locality of Saint-Henri ; this assemblage (and
notably the rodents) is similar to that of the level of Mas de Pauffie (Vianey-Liaud,
1976).
The oldest Oligocene localities in the Provence basins are those of Fontaines-deVaucluse and Mazan of the Hoogbutsel level. The localities of Murs and Les Ch apelins, of the middle Oligocene, have furnished specimens of BlainvillilllYs helmeri.
Saint-Martin-de-Castillon contains a fauna that is more evolved than the preceding
(Hugueney, 1971). Aubenas-Ies-Alpes is known by a fauna of the Antoingt level
(Helmer and Vianey-Liaud, 1971).
In the Castellane syncline, one of the youngest beds has produced (northeast of
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Forcalquier, near the Pavoux farm) a fauna of the Boningen level. The youngest
molasse beds of the Barreme syncline, attributed to the Aquitanian by Deperet (1895),
then to the middle Oligocene by Rey (1967), would appear to occupy a position close
to the Boningen level from the indications of the rodents, in particular those from the
locality of La Tuiliere (Carbonnel et al., 1972).
Auvergne
The Oligocene begins here with the classic site of Ronzon. Revision of the material
from other such often cited localities as Cournon and La Sauvetat has revealed the
presence of a mixture in the old collections (Vianey-Liaud, 1972). Only the fauna of
Antoingt, of the end of the middle Oligocene, appears homogeneous. A new fossiliferous locality, Cournon-les-Soumeroux, on the hill of Cournon, has been recently
discovered (Brunet et al., 1981). It permits the precise placement of Cournon among
the late Oligocene localities: it is slightly younger than Pech du Fraysse, and older
than Coderet.
The late Oligocene has yielded a few fossiliferous localities, like the Mine des Roys
and, especially, Coderet (Hugueney, 1969).
Paris Basin and Alsace
In the late Stampian, two localities are known, one at La Ferte Alais and the other
at Etampes (Ginsburg, 1969).
In Alsace the few mammals that have been found in the Pechelbronn beds and the
Calcaire de Lobsann permit these formations to be situated close to the level of Ronzon - Hoogbutsel.

Isle of Wight and Belgium
On the Isle of Wight the Oligocene begins in the Hamstead Beds with the arrival of
the cricetids and Entelodoll magnum, accompagnied by other artiodactyls, mostly
anthracotheres. These Hamstead Beds have been correlated with the Sables de Boutersem of the late Tongrian 18 of Belgium which contain the localities of Hoogbutsel
and Hoeleden. The fauna of these localities contains immigrants of the « Grande
Coupure ». As Glibert and de Heinzelin (1952) have pointed out, the fauna of Hoogbutsel, which is clearly younger than the «Grande Coupure », was found in the section at Butsel rather far below the Sables de Berg which define the base of the middle
Oligocene.
A single other Oligocene locality is known in Belgium: a few mammalian remains
have been noted at Burght in the Argile de Boom (Aceratherium albigense).
18. Dumont, 1839 ; type locality near Tongres, Belgium.
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Basins of Switzerland and of Savoy
No localities are known from the beginning of the Oligocene. The oldest, Balm
(Switzerland) and Lovagny (Savoy), have been considered as close to the level of
Montalban (see Schaub, ill Erni, 1941 ; Vianey-Liaud, 1972-1979 b). The end of the
middle Oligocene and the late Oligocene are represented by many localities, certain of
which have played an important role in the biozonation of this period (Thaler, 1964,
1966) : Oensingen-Ravellen (level of Mas de Pauffhl), Boningen-Aarwangen (level of
Boningen), Rickenbach and Ktittingen (level of Coderet).

West Gel'many
The recently published proposition (by Cavelier and Pomerol, 1977) of a stratigraphic scale for the Paleogene (see p. 37) including, in particular, the placement of
the Eocene-Oligocene limit (fig. 1), renders necessary an explanation of the countercurrent of thought regarding this boundary as it is particularly expressed in West
Germany. This opposition cites the rules applying to stratigraphic terms, which state
that the lower Oligocene is bound to the glauconitic sands of Westeregeln (northern
Germany), designated by Beyrich, 1854 (the author of the Oligocene) as the lowest
part of his newly created epoch. The same beds later furnished the type section of the
Lattorfian (Mayer-Eymar, 1893). Recent investigations have revealed that the Oligocene, and consequently the Lattorfian, of the type area begins with sediments corresponding to the nannoplancton zone NP 21, thus permitting an international resolution
of the Eocene-Oligocene limit (see Berggren, 1972 ; Steininger, Ragl and Martini,
1976). However, the Lattorfian nannoplancton zones are treated in some detail by
Cavelier (1979), which did not prevent him from considering the Eocene-Oligocene
limit as being earlier than this stage. The synthesis presented by Cavelier combines
data from the disciplines of invertebrate and vertebrate paleontology, stratigraphy,
paleoclimatology, isotopic radiometry and the multiple aspects of paleobotany in an
attempt to establish this limit on the broadest possible basis of facts. It is to be hoped
that differences in interpretation, and hence of opinion, can soon be reduced or even
eliminated.
Although Paleogene mammals have long been known in Germany, investigations
especially concerned with their geochronology are of rather recent date. Dehm (1935,
1950) was the first to explore German mammal localities not only for their paleontological interest, but also from a stratigraphical point of view. In the upper Rhine
graben and in northern Hesse, work on the strati graphical position of sites has been
mainly done by Tobien (1949, 1968, 1972). Localities in the Lower Freshwater Molasse
of sonthern Germany, possessing a high potential for new geochronological study,
were first made known by the studies of Vollmayr (1966). Additional contributions to
the subject have been made by Franzen (1968), Schmidt-Kittler (1971), Bahlo (1975),
and Schmidt-Kittler and Vianey-Liaud (1975).
Paleogene mammal localities in Germany are mainly concentrated in the Oligocene. Their freqnency, and vertical distribution, is such that a stratigraphic scale,
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practically without gaps, can be constructed. The sites mentioned in fig. 19 are important partly because of the abundant vertebrate remains they contain, or the high
correlative value of certain faunal elements, and partly because of their intercalation
with well defined sections. The lithostratigraphic chart of fig. 18 presents only an
approximation of the sections; the details of lateral variations in the upper Rhine
graben and the Mainz Basin, for instance, are omitted.
Most of the German Oligocene collections have been made from fissnre fillings
in the Jnrassic limestones in the southern part of the country. A small number of
localities occur in continental beds or in sediments that are transitional between marine
and continental environments.
Fignring among the principal sites, Mohren 19 and Ehrenstein IB, the oldest localities with cricetids, contain Palaeotherium duvali and Palaeotherium medium. These
perissodactyls indicate a level approximately equal to that of Frohnstetten. Ronheim I
and Mohren 13, with Theridomys aquatilis, are contemporary with the horizon of
Ronzon and Hoogbtusel. Schelklingen I, with the primitive Blaillvillimys gregarius, is
close to the Villebramar horizon. Bernloch I has furnished an evolutionary stage of
Suevosciurus ehillgellsis similar to that found at Itardies (Quercy), at the level of
Montalban. Burgmagerbein 2 contains Archaeomys gracilis, which is indicative of
the Heimersheim - Antoingt horizon. The rodent assemblage of Gaimersheim is very
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m

Fig. 17. - Distribution of the principal
localities for mammalian geochronoiogy in Germany : l. Frohnstetten ; 2.
Bernloch ; 3. Ehingen 1 ; 4. Schelklillgen I ; S. Ehrenstein I (Al, 4 ; 6. HerrIingen I ; 7. Burgmagerbein 2 ; 8. Heidenheim am Hahnenkamm; 9. MOhren
6, 13, 19 ; 10. Weissenburg 8 ; 11. Gaimersheim ; 12. Echelsbacher Brucke ;
13. Schleifmuhle 1 ; 14. Nordshausen ;
IS. Neistadt ; 16. Walbeek; 17. Geisellal; 18. Heimcrsheim ; 19. Messel ; 20.
Rot-Malsch. G.D.R., German Demo-

cratic Republic; O.F.R. German Federal Republic; C.S.R. Czechoslovakian
Sociali~t

Republic.

similar to that of Pech du Fraysse and, consequently, to that of Boningen horizon.
The Ehrenstein 4 fauna cannot be differentiated from that of Coderet.
Correlation problems are caused however by the presence of the upper Rhine
graben, which has presented a marine or brackish barrier during most of the early and
middle Oligocene ; this ecologic filter was probably especially effective for rodents,
forming a wet lowland between the French Quercy region and the rather dry, high
Jura plains of southern Germany. Relatively strong endemism in the rodentfaunas of
the two regions has been demonstrated by Schmidt-Kittler and Vianey-Liaud (1975).
Nevertheless, the German sites can be correlated with French localities and with those
on the Isle of Wight in southern England (the latter are conveniently intercalated with
marine sediments). A biostratigraphic history of the numerous karst faunas of southern Germany can be created from the. evolutionary steps of the theridomyid Pseudosciurus, which occurs from the end of the Priabonian to the middle Stampian
(called respectively early Oligocene and middle Oligocene in Schmidt-Kittler, 1971).
The faunas of the latter part of the Oligocene can be correlated mainly using the theridomyids Blainvillimys and Archaeomys (Schmidt-Kittler and Vianey-Liaud, 1975).
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The relatively rich fauna of Heimersheim corresponds to the middle Oligocene late Oligocene boundary (Tobien, 1955 ; Bahlo, 1975), It was found in sediments
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transitional between the Schleichsand and the overlying Cyrenenmergel (Cyrena
marls) ; the latter are equivalent in age to the Kasseler Meeressand, the type deposit of
the late Oligocene. The Heimersheim assemblage is older than that of Antoingt.
The Oligocene part of the Lower Freshwater Molasse of southern Germany contains many localities that are still far from adequately explored. At the beginning of
the continental sedimentary cycle there occurs in a coal bed (at Echelsbacher Brticke) a
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theridomyid (Suevosciurus) which shows a degree of evolution typical of those also
occurring in the middle Oligocene karst faunas of the same region. It is hoped that
additional material from this horizon, combined with investigations of nannoplankton
from the underlying sediments, will be an aid in correlating with marine chronostratigraphy.
In the Austrian part of the Molasse (the Vorarlberg region), littoral beds (the
Unzer Sande) have yielded a few large mammals (Halitherium abeli, Diceratherium
minutum kuntneri, Ronzotherium velaunul/l, Allthracotherium cf. alsaticum, A. cf.
magnum, ElomelYx sp.) which indicate a middle Oligocene age. A single form, Microbunodon minus, known only from the end of the Oligocene in Western Europe, seems
to indicate a younger age, but it is possibly reworked from the overlying formation
(Sickenberg, 1934 ; Semes, 1975).
Future work in West Germany will continue exploitation of its rich Oligocene
deposits, and emphasis will be put on direct or indirect correlations with marine sed iments in the Mainz Basin and the upper Rhine graben, as well as in the Lower Freshwater Molasse in the south. Although correlation between mammal localities depends
mainly on rodents, their strongly marked endemism during most of the Oligocene
requires that future investigations consider palaeoecological differences between
German and more western European regions. At present it can be shown that the
rodents of the lowland sites (the upper Rhine graben, Mainz Basin, RhOne Valley, Isle
of Wight, etc.) resemble each other more than they do assemblages of the high plains,
like the karst region of Quercy (France) and the Jura of southern Germany. Concentration, therefore, on the lowland faunas is necessary in future because these have the
greatest potential for refining correlations.

Spain
The localities of the early Oligocene in Spain are few; Espinosa de Henares (Guadalajara), and Rocallaura (La Segarra) have yielded only Entelodollmagnum (Crusafont-Pair6 et al., 1962 ; Golpe-Posse, 1974). Calaf has furnished Peratheriumleptognathus, Theridol/lYs major?, Diplobune minor, Ephelcomenus sp. and Bothriodon
aymardi. As in the rest of Europe, the arrival of Bothriodon and Entelodon marks
the « Grande Coupure».
In Majorca, the age of the lacustrine series extends from the early Lndian to the
middle Oligocene. Several localities (Selva, Lloseta, Manacor and Sineu), with rather
short faunallists, have produced in particular Plagiolophus jraasi, Diplobune secundaria, Alloplotherium commune and Anthracotherium magnum or A. alsaticum
(Colom, 1961, 1972 ; Golpe-Posse, 1974).
The richest localities are those of Montalban (Aragon) and El Talladell (Tarrega,
Barcelona). Their fauna is characteristic of the middle Oligocene (Montalban horizon)
and includes in particular Plagiolophus cf. jraasi and the rodents Theridomys major,
Blainvillimys gregarius, Elfomys nanus, Pseudoltinomys major and Pseudocricetodon
montalbanensis (Crusafont-Pair6, 1967 ; Thaler, 1969 ; Vianey-Liaud, 1979 b).
The more recent localities are Campins (Barcelona) and Cerro Arenosa (Carras-
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cosa) (Cadurcotherium nouleti), The presence of the rodent Issiodoromys minor establishes a relationship to the horizon of Antoingt (end of the middle Oligocene),
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Fig. 20. - Geographic distribution of Oligoccne marnmallocalities in south and central Europe.

Hungary
Mammal localities of the transdanubian region have been found in the Szapar
Formation and in the CstakaY complex, The lignites of Szapar and Vertessomlya have
yielded Anthracotherium magnum (Jamb or el ai" 1969), A bore-hole at Ganna (in the
Bakony Mountains) has furnished a single eomyid tooth: Meleomys Iloskyi (KretzoY,
1951), Another tooth of a primitiveeomyid has been recovered from the locality of
Stir: Pseudotheridomys (Anomegodus) baconicus (Jambor et ai" 1969) and the skull
of a new cricetid: Helerocricelodon (Alsocricelodon) lelollii (Jambor el ai" 1969) has
been collected from a bore-hole in CstakaY complex at Pustavam,
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Apart from these rare finds from stratified formations, two karstic fillings have
produced mammals. In one, only Protaceratherillln a/bigense (Kretzol, 1940) has been
found, but the other, Bodajk Kajmat, is richer, and especially in micromammals. A
complete and accurate faunallist of this site has not yet been established. Jambor et
al. note the presence of « squirrels, dormice», Dip/obune, Sciuroides and the absence
of lagomorphs.
The few fossils chronologically useful (AnthracotheriulII, ProtaceratheriulII and
Dip/obllne) indicate a middle Oligocene age for the ensemble of the localities. In the
present state of our knowledge it is difficult to be more precise.
Romania

Most of the few remains of Paleogene mammals described from this country come
from the region west of Cluj ; from Andrashaza, Prohyracodon orientate and Brachydiastematherium transy/vanicum, from Egeres is known A//acerops kochi, Anthracotherium magnlllll' and Kochictis centenii, and from Banffy Hunyad, Ente/odon aff.
degllilhellli. Indricotheriid remains have also been described from the area near Cluj.
Further south, from Krivadia, Ente/odon magnlllll has been cited and Crivadiatherillm
mackennaihas recently been described (see Kretzol, 1940, 1943; Thenius, 1959; Gabounia and Iliescu, 1960 ; Crusafont-Pair6 and Russell, 1967 ; Brunet, 1979 ; Radulesco et

a/.,

1976).

With the exception of Kochictis (a paroxyclaenid), Bracliydiastelllathelium (a brontothere) and Crivadiatherilllll (an embrithopod), unknown outside of this area, these
mammals seem to indicate an age equivalent to an interval between the summit of the
early Stampian and the middle Stampian. Prohyracodon orientate, however, was
originally described as being from the middle Eocene ; Radinsky (1967), finding it
precocious, suggested it was of late Eocene age. Radulesco regarded the level in which
Crivadiatherillll1 was found to be questionably late Eocene or, more probably, early
Oligocene. The beds (characterized by the presence of Corbu/a) that yielded the
unique specimen of Kochictis are considered to be late Oligocene in age.
Yugoslavia
Of particular interest is the occurrence of indricotheriids in the Oligo-Miocene basin
of Ivangrad (Montenegro). The remains were found in lignite deposits similar to those
yielding Oligocene fossils in Transylvania and the Caucasus (at Benara). The age of
the locality was considered to be late Oligocene or early Miocene by Petronijevic and
Thenius (1957) .
Turkey
Oligocene mammals in Turkey are more numerous than those from the preceding
part of the Paleogene and the localities that produced them, concentrated in Thrace
(European Turkey) and western Anatolia, are better situated stratigraphically. Their
age assignements are principally due to the work of Lebkiichner (1974), based on ver-
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Fig. 21. ~ Oligocene mammal localities in Turkish Thrace, Greece and Bulgaria: 1. Tscherno More (Bulgaria) ; 2. Chantras (Greece) ; 3. Sigircili : 4. Meselik/)y ; 5. Kurttepe ; 6. Hamitli ; 7. Sipahi ; 8. KarabUr,ek ; 9. Ehnali ; 10. Harmanli ; 11. <;:avuslu ; 12. Tatarcedit ; 13. Ibrice; 14. Hask ; 15. YaylagMe;
16. Karakaya.

tebrate and stratigraphic studies, and on pollen analysis by Nakoman (1966). These
sites (see Fig. 21) have yielded only the remains of anthracotheres. The first discovery,
that of Elollleryx woodi, was described by English (1904) ; Yal9inlar (1954) and Ozansoy (1962) dealt in more detail with material from other localities. The species is the
same as that found at Chantras in the' Greek part of Thrace (Liittig and Thenius,
1961), and ranges in time from early to late Oligocene. AnthracotheriulIl prea/saticulIl
Ozansoy (1963) is represented by a maxillary from the lignites of Karakaya (northeast
of Kesan, in eastern Thrace), dated as early Oligocene. A few dental fragments (described by Ozansoy, 1964) from Karakaya and <;:avuslu (from the same region) belong
to a form close to Anthracotheriul/l lIlonsvialense Dal Piaz (1932). Widely distributed
in more than a dozen localities in Turkish Thrace, AnthracotheriulIl lIlagnulIl is
represented by relatively abundant material. Yal9inlar (1954) noted the existence of a
large anthracothere (Anthracotherillln sp.) in the lignites of Tavsanli (western Anatolia), at a level that is apparently late Oligocene.
The rare faunal elements of oriental Thrace are similar to those of western Europe,
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which indicates paleogeographic continuity between the two areas. However, the
Paleogene faunas of Turkey, and of its neighbors to the north and west, are still essentially unknown. Moreover, the chronologic position of the localities that have produced sparse mammalian remains, particularly those of the Eocene, still lack precision.

THE FAUNA

The European Oligocene mammal fauna is, to a minor degree, made up of forms
derived from endemic Eocene groups and, for the major part, of allochthonous forms,
early immigrants of the « Grande Coupure», or later ones whose appearances were
distributed throughout of Oligocene.
Among the rodents, the Theridomyidae, with 14 genera, represented the dominant
family at the end of the Eocene, but lost this hegemony with the massive arrival of
immigrants and the extinctions marking the « Grande Coupure ». In the early Oligocene only 8 species are represented. A renewal of theridomyine importance characterT
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ized the middle Oligocene since 11 species coexist at this level; but this second apex is
of short duration: with the beginning of the late Oligocene, 6 species persist and only
3 at the end of the Oligocene.
This evolution of the Theridomyidae has been related to the progressive aridification of the Oligocene climate (Vianey-Liaud, 1979 b). The forms that were probably
aquatic, like the Theridomys aquatilis - T. lembrollicus lineage, disappear rapidly.
Moreover, the disappearance of tropical vegetation, the installation of new forests
(cupulifers and conifers), and perhaps, in correlation with the increasing aridity, the
extension of open and steppe regions, all contributed to the creation of new biotopes
favoring the differentiation of new species. This could be one of the causes for the
cladogenesis of Archaeomys in the middle Oligocene and also for the realization of
hypsodont and taeniodont tceth in the Theridomyinae. In a hot and dry environment,
only the three well adapted lines of theridomyines (B/aillvillimys gemillatus, Archaeomys laurWardi and Issiodoromys pseudanaema) persisted until the end of the Oligocene.
Glirids evolved from autochthonous lineages and without great diversification up
to the beginning of the late Oligocene. At that time an adaptative explosion began: 6
species of Gliridae occur in the late Oligocene and, in the Aquitanian, at least 12 lineages are represented.
The families of Oligocene Chiroptera differentiated from Eocene autochthonous
forms. Alone, the vespertilionids appear after the « Grande Coupure» and still it is
not impossible that they derived from the Eocene Kerivoulidae (Sige, 1975).
Among the perissodactyls, the last Palaeotheriidae became extinct in the middle
Oligocene (Plagiolophlls /raasi and P. minor of the Villebramar horizon).
In nearly all of the mammalian groups, the forms that arrived at the time of the
« Grande Coupure» were supplemented by immigrants that followed in successive
waves throughout the Oligocene. The Dimylidae, whose date of arrival is still indefinite (middle or late Oligocene), continue until the Aquitanian.
Among the Rhinocerotidae, Epiceratherium is known with certitude only in the
early Oligocene of Venetia (Monteviale) and Aceratherium in the middle Oligocene
(above the Villebramar level). Brachypotherillm appears at the end of the Oligocene
(La Milloque) and persists into the Neogene.
The change in character of the creodonts, due to the replacement by immigrants
of persistent archaic elements or endemic species, is documented by Lange-Badre
(1979).
For the Carnivora, according to de Bonis (1974), the sudden appearance of most, if
not all the genera, evokes the idea of successive migrations more than that of indigeneous evolution. The most important wave seems to have been that of the middle Oligocene, which introduced Stenoplesictis, Nimravlls, Pachycynodon, Cephalogale,
Plesictis, Stenogale and Paleogale. In the late Oligocene only the genus Amphictis
makes itself known for the first time.
Among the artiodactyls, after the arrival of Elltelodon at the « Grande Coupure »,
the Tayassuidae and the Anthracotheriidae appear successively during the middle
(Palaeochoerus and AnthracotheriulIl) and the late Oligocene (Doliochoerus). The
first Gelocidae are known in middle Oligocene localities (Bachitherium, Prodremothe-
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rium, Gelocus) and the appearance of the Cervidae occurs in the late Oligocene
(Amphitragulus) .
The rodent fauna of the late Oligocene presents a great diversity (Gliridae, Theridomyidae, Rhizospalacidae, Castoridae, Zapodidae, Sciuridae, Cricetidae, Eomyidae
and Aplodontidae). At the end of that period the extinction of specialized forms, like
Archaeomys and /ssiodoromys, adapted to a rather arid environment, is related to the
climatic modifications of the beginning Miocene and probably also to the development
of the lagomorphs, possible competitors in their ecologic niche.
The faunal renewal for most of the mammals manifested itself essentially by the
disappearance of several lineages, such as those of the Hyaenodontidae or the Theridomyidae already cited, and by the transformation and, occasionally, the diversification of autochthonous groups (Gliridae, for example). No massive immigrations can
be detected. Due to these combined circumstances, the Aquitanian fauna is an impoverished one. It is only with the Burdigalian that it will again diversify, this time particularly by the arrival of the Equidae (Anchitherium), the primates and the proboscideans.

OLIGOCENE CHARACTERIZING ASSEMBLAGES

Early Oligocenc

Two levels can be distinguished on the basis of rodents: that of Ronzon - Hoogbutsel and that of Villebramar. According to the evolutionary stages of Entelodon
(E. antiquum - E. magnum) Brunet (1979) believes it is possible to differentiate a
level immediately preceeding Ronzon, referred to as Soumailles. The rest of the
fauna, as it is presently known, does not permit such a distinction. Palaeotherium
medium, which, according to Brunet, does not extend above the level of Soumailles,
is also found at Aubrelong 1 in association with Entelodon magnum (de Bonis et al.,
(973). It is nevertheless true that the two evolutionary stages of Entelodon demonstrate a chronologic difference between Soumailles and Ronzon. But in the relatively
generalized framework under consideration here, it seems simpler to utilize only one
faunal association.

1. Level of Hoogbutsel.
Referred localities: Soumailles, Ronzon, Sainte-Marthe, Aubrelong 1, Ravet,
Mazan, Fontaines-de-Vaucluse, Lower Hamstead Beds, MlIhren 13, Ronheim 1,
Thorigny.
Combined faunal association :
Marsupialia
Insectivora
Chiroptera

: Peratherium elegans, Peralherium lavergnellse, Amphiperatheriwtl exile, Amphipera·
therium ambiguulll, Amphiperatheriutn lamandinl.
: Cryplopithecus siderolithicus, Tetracus nanus, Dysptema woodi, Butselia bieveri,
Darbonetus aubrefongensis.
: Pa/aeophy/lophora cf. quercyi, Hipposideros ef. mor/oli, Vesper/ilianus er. gracilis.
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Rodentia

Lagomorpha
Creodonta
Carnivora
Perissodactyla
Artiodactyla

Microsuevosciurus palustris, Tamomys quercif/us, Tizeridomys aqua/ilis, Steneojiber
butselensis, Blainvillimys langel, Pseudoltinomys gaillardi, Suevosciurus eizingensis,
Suevosciurusjraasi, Pseudosciurus sueviclls (subterminal stage), Scillromys sp. Gliravas aff. prisclIs, Gliravus cf. majon~ Peridyromys nu'cio, Paracilel/us ctilgulatulll,
Paracitellus marmorellS, Oligopetes radialis, Oligopeles lopJII/lus, Oligopetes obtusus,
Trigollomys simplex, Palaeosciurus sp., Sciurodoll cadurcensis, Eomys antiquus,
Eucrieelodoll alavlis, (Pseudocricetodon mOlltalballensis and Paracricetodon deizmi,
east of the Rhine graben).
Shamo/agus sp., Sizamo/agus jrancolliclIs.
Hyaellodon dubius.
: CYllodon ve/aullus, Eusmilus bidentallls, Pseudocyonopsis antiquus, Bracizycyon
gaudryi.
Palaeotizerium medium, Pseudopalaeotizeriwll IOllgirostrum, Plagi%pizus minor,
ROllzotherillm velallmml, Eggysodoll sp.
EIl/elodon alltiqmml (Soumailles), Ente/odon magnum (other localities), Bothriodon
ve/aUIIl/m, Bo/hriodoll aymardi, Botizriodon leptorhYllchum, Dichobune leporilla,
Cebochoerus sp., Paroxacron sp., Ampizimeryx riparius, Geloclls commlmis, TapiruIus cf. hyracillus, E/omeryx woodi.

2. Level 0/ Villebramar.
Re/erred localities: Mas d' Agenais, Roquepfllne 2, Mas de Got, La Plante 2,
Schelklingen 1, Lobsann, ? Monteviale, upper Hamstead Beds.
Combined /aunal association :
Marsupialia
Insectivora
Chiroptera
Rodentia

Creodonta
Carnivora

Perissodactyla
Artiodactyla

: Peratizerium e/egalls, Amphiperatizeriulll minulllnt, Ampiziperatherilll1l lamandilli,
Amplziperatheriul1l ambigulIfll, Ampiziperatlzerium exile.
: Tetracus Ilanus.
: Pa/aeopizyllophora cf. quercyi, Hipposideros cf. mor/oli, Hipposideros aff. sell/osseri.
Blaillvillimys gregarius (primitive stage), Eljomys medius, Pseudoltinomys major,
Sciuromys cayluxi, Suevosciurus jraasi, Suevoscillrus eizingensis, Pseudosciurus suevicus (terminal stage), Eucricetodon atavus (Pseudocricetodoll montalbanensis and
Melissiodon aff. schallbi, east of the Rhine graben), Gliravus majori, Gliravus priscus,
Peridyromys aff. micio, P/esispermophilus angustidens, Palaeosciurus goti.
Hyaenodon dubius, Hyaenodon leptorhynclius, Aptel'Odon gaudryi.
: Pseudocyonopsis quercyensis, Pseudocyollopsis /alldesquei, Pseudoambiguus, Cyuelos
crassidells, Cynelos piveteaui, BrachycyolI gaudlyi, Symplectocyon praecursor, Harpagophagus sanguine us, Pseudamphicyoll /upjnus, Sarcocyon jerox, Hap/ocyon
robust us, Hap/ocyon e/egalls.
P/agi%phus jraasi, Eggysodon sp., ROllzotherium jillzoli, (Epiaceratheriwn).
Dichobune jeizenllei, Elltelodoll degui/lzemi, Anthracotherium alsaticul1l, (Antlzracotizerillm mOl1svialel1se), Ge/oclls sp., Lopiziomeryx chalanjati, Prodremot}Zerium elongatum, Plesiomeryx cadursellsis, (Antlzracochoerus stehlini, Palaeochoerus parollae),
Metriotherjum millutu111.

Early Oligoccnc of Spain

Re/erred localities: Rocallaura, Espinosa de Henares, Calaf.
Combined /aunal association :
Marsupialia

: Amplziperatheriul11 jrequens.
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Rodentia
Artiodactyla

Theridomys crusajonti.
.
Entelodon magnum, Bothriodon aymardi, Diplobune minor, Ephelcomenus sp.

Middle Oligocene

In the middle Oligocene, the evolutionary stages of the rodents permit four marker
horizons to be distinguished. The indications based on the macrofauna are less precise
as only three successive assemblages are discernable. In order to make use of as many
mammals as possible, the three latter levels are presented.

1. Level of MOlltalball.
Referred localities: Itardies, Pech-Crabit, Mege, Lovagny, Balm, Tarrega, Bernloch I.
Combilled faullal associatiolls :
Marsupialia
Insectivora
Chiroptera
Rodentia

Creodonta
Carnivora
Perissodactyla
Artiodactyla

: Peratherium elegans.
Tetracus nanus, Neurogymnurus ? sp.
Palaeophyllophora oltina, Rhinoloplius er. priscus, Vespertiliavus sp., Stehlinia
minor, Stehlinia sp.
Blainvillimys gregarius (evolved), Theridomys major, Pseudoltinomys major, EI/omys nanus, EI/omys medius, Sciuromys cayluxi, Taen;odus curvistriatus, Suevosciurus fraasi, Suevosciurus ehingensis, Pseudosciurus suevicus (terminal stage), Eucricetodon atavus, Ellericetodon huerzeleri, Pseudocricetodon montalbanensis, Paraer;cetodon cadurcensis, (Paracricetodon dehmi and Melissiodon sehaubi east of the
Rhine graben), Eomys zitteli, Palaeosciurus goti, Heteroxerus aff. paulhiacellsis, Plesispermophilusangustidens, Gliravus sp., Peridyromys sp.
Thereutherium thylacoi'des, Hyaenodon dubius, Hyaellodoll exiguus.
: Stelloplesictis minor, Nimravus intermedius, Stenogale gracilis, Plesictis sp., Amphicynodoll leptorhynchus, AmphicYllodoll cL speciosus, Paehycynodoll tenuis, Paehycynodol1 dubius, CYl10dictis sp.
: Plagiolophus fraas;, Hyrachyus millimus?, Aceratherium albigense, Ronzother;um
filholi?
: Metriotherilllll sp., Elomeryx sp., Anthracot"erium monsvialellse, Gelocuscommullis,
Bachitherillm medium, Diplobulle minor, Caenomeryx procommunis, Propalaeochoerus sp., Cainotherium sp.

2. Level of La Ferte-Alais = ? Les Chapelins + Heimersheim.
Referred localities: Les Chapelins, Heimersheim, Saint-Martin de Briatexte, SaintMartin de Castillon, Murs, Genebriere I, Belgarric, Ehingen 1, Burgmagerbein.
Combilled faunal association :
Marsupialia
Rodentia

: Peratherium elegans.
: Blainvillimys helmeri, Blainvillimys heimersheimensis, Taeniodlls hexalophodus, Taeniodus curvistriatus, Arehaeomys gracilis and Archaeomys gervaisi, primitive stage
(level of Heimersheim) Suevosciurus ehingel1sis, terminal stage, Pseudoltinomys afr.
major, EI/omys er. medius (lssiodoromys aff. minor, level of Heimersheim), Ellcricetodon cf. atavus-huberi, Pseudoerieetodon philippi, Pseudoericetodon moguntiaells,
Paraericetodon dehmi, Paracrieetodon walgeri, Paraericetodon speetabile, Mi!!issio-
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dOll schaubi schaubi, Sciurodoll sp., Heleroxerus sp., Gliravus lelluis, Oligodyromys
Glirudillus cf. praemurillus, P/esiosminlhus 'aff. promyariolt.
: Roltzotherium romalli, Eggysodoll gaudryi.
: Anlhracotherium sp., Eltte/odoll sp., Bachitheriwll sp., Lophiomeryx sp.
plam/~~

Perissodact yla
Artiodactyla

3. Level of Antoingt = ? Etampes.
Referred localities: Campins, Carrascosa, Rigal-Jouet, Saint-Vincent-de-Barbeyrargues, Les Matelles, Aubenas-les-Alpes, Mllmliswyl, Etampes.
Combined faunal association :
Marsupialia
Insectivora
Rodentia

Creodonta
Carnivora
Perissodactyla
Artiodactyla

: Peratlzeriwn elegans.
: Tetracus llallUS, Myxomyga/e sp.
: B/aillvillimys blaillvillei, Theridomys /embrollicus, Archaeomys gervaisi, Archaeomys
gracilis, issiodoromys minor, Taeniodus curvistriatus, Eucricelodoll huberi, Pseudo~
cricetodoll aff. mOlllalbonellsis, Pseudocricetodoll philippi, Paracricetodoll aff. deh~
ml, Helerocricetodoll helbingi, Melissiodoll sp., Gliravus aff. bruijlli (= telluls?),
Pselldodryomys sp., Sciurodoll sp.
: Hyaellodoll brachyrhYllchus, Hyaenodon gervaisi, Hyaellodoll exiguus.
: CYlle/os crassidens?
: ROllzotherium romalli, AceratherlufIl albigellse, Cadurcolherillm cay/uxl, Schizothe~
riul1l modicum.
: Palaeochoerus gergovialllls, Doliochoerlls quercyi, Loplziomeryx chalaf/iati, Antlzra~
cotherium sp., Bachitlzeriwn insigne, Caellomeryx procommullis, Plesiomeryx cadur~
cellsis.

Late Oligocene
Like the middle Oligocene, the evolutionary stages of the rodents (4 in number)
allow more levels to be recognized in the chronology of the late Oligocene than do the
other mammals. Since the macrofauna does not permit such refined distinction, the
first two rodent horizons will be considered globally.

1. Level of /Joningen (= Mas de Pauffie + Boningen) = ? Rabastens.
Referred loculities : al Mas de Pauffie, Espeyrasse, La Deveze, Saint-Henri ;
bl Boningen, Aarwangen, La Tuiliere, Boujac, Sarele, Gaimersheim, Rabastens, Cournon, Pech Desse, Pech du
Fraysse, Pavoux.
Combined faunal association:
Marsupialia
Insectivora
Chiroptera
Rodentia

: Peratherium alltiquum, Peratheriulll elegalls, Amphiperatherium exile.
: Geotrypus cadurcensis, Parata/po sp., Neurogymllurus mediterraneus, P/esiosorex
sorilloides.
: cf. Palaeophyl/ophora, Rhinolophus cf. priscus, Stehlinia minor, cf. Myotis sp.
: ArcJzaeomys major (a), Archaeomys intermedius (b), issiodoromys pauffiellsis (a),
/ssiodoromys quercyi (b), Blainvillimys gemillatlls, Stelleofiber dehmi, Eucricetodoll
quercyi, Eucricetodoll huerzeleri, Pseudocricetodon sp., Pseudocricelodoll philippi,
Helerocricetodon gaimersheimellse ( = Heterocricelodon schlosseri?), HelerocricelO~
dOll cf. helbingi, Melissiodon chalticum (:= Melissiodoll quercyi?), Paracricetodoll
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Creodonta
Carnivora
Perissodactyla
Artiodactyla

Pholidota

:
:
:
:

spectabile, Plesiosmillthlls promyarioll, Heleroxerus coslalus, Heteroxerus cf. lavocali, Eomys zitelli, Eomys major, PseudotheridOlilys pusillus, Pseudotheridomys
schaubi, Glirudinus praemurilllls, Peridyromys sp" Gliravus aff. bruijni.
Hyaenodon brachyrhynchus.
Slelloplesictis cayluxi, Palaeogale sp., Amphictis ambiguus, Plesictis cf. slenogalinus.
ROllzotherium romani, Aceratheriulll albigense, Protapirus cf. priseus.
Anlhraeolherium sp. of large size, Dremotherium sp" Elomeryx cf. borbonieus,
Lophiomeryx chalaniali, Caellomeryx procommullis, Plesiomeryx eadureensis, Prodremotherium elollgatum, Amphitragulus (?) nouleti, Palaeoehoerus gergovianus,
Doliochoerus quereyi aquetlsis, Ephelcometlusjilholi.
cf. Necromanis sp.

2. Level of Rickenbach.
Referred localities: Nant d' Avril, Les Chauffours, Saint-Victor-Ia-Coste, Rickenbach.
Combilled fallllal associatioll :
Rodentia

Perissodactyla
Artiodactyla

: Arehaeomys lallrillardi helvetieus, A. laurillardi /aurillardi, Issiodoromys pseudanaema (large size), Columbomys sp., Rhizospalax poirrieri, Stelleojiber? eseri alltiquus,
Eomys sp., « Sciurus) iIIdet., P/esiosminthus promyarion, Eucricetodon praeCllrsor,
Pseudocricetodon thaleri, Melissiodoll quereyi, Gliravus? bruijlli, Peridyromys murinus, Glirudinus praemurinus, Gluridinus glirulus.
Ronzotherium romani.
Microbullodon minimum.

3. Level of Coderet.
Referred localities: La Milloque (a little older than Coderet), La Mine des Roys,
La Colombiere, Ktittigen, Ehrenstein 4, Coderet.
Combilled fallllal association:
Marsupialia
Insectivora
Chiroptera
Rodentia

Peratherium antiqulIm, Amphiperatherium exile.
Palaeoerinaceus arvernellsis, Heterosorex sp., Dimylid indet. Sorex cf. pusillus, Geotrypus eadllreensis, Mygata/pa arvernensis.
Rhillolophus cltlzeli, Hipposideros branssatensis.
Arehaeomys lallrillardi laurillardi (evolved), Issiodoromys pseudanaema (small size),
Colul1lbomys lavoeati, Rhizospalax poirrieri, Allomys emii, Euerieetodoll collatus
(sp. longidells at Coderet), Pseudocrieetodon thaleri, Adelomyarion vireti, Melissiodon aff. quereyi, Rhodanomys sehlosseri (sp. transiens at Coderet), Rhodanomys sp.,
Pselldotheridomys aff. schaubi or parvullls, Plesiosminthus schaubi, Peridyromys
murillus, Gliravus bruijni, Glirudinus praemurinus, Glirudinus gliru/us, Pseudodryomys jugax, Bransatoglis cotlcavidens, Heteroxerus lavocati, Heteroxerus paulhiacen
sis, « Sciurus» solitarills, ? Paleosciurus sp. (the size of jeignollxi).
Amphilagus antiqlius, Piezodus branssatensis.
Hyaellodoll gervaisi, Hyaenodon leptorhynchlls, Hyaenodon exiguus.
Cephalogale cf. geojjroyi, Plesictis julieni mut. sicaulensis, Plesictis brallssatensis,
Plesictis sp., Amphictis borbolliclls, Stenogale gaillardi, Proailurus aff. lemanensis.
: ? Aeeratheriul1l albigense, Brachypotheriul1l lemanense, Protapirus aginellse, Mesaeeratherium aff. paulhiacel1sis.
: Microbunodon minimum, Anthracotherium sp. (large size), Palaeochoerus gergoviantls elaverensis, Cainotherium cf. geojjroyi (commune aff. elegalls), Amphilragulus
primaevus, Amphitragulus jellingrei, Prodremotherium sp.
M

Lagomorpha
Creodonta
Carnivora
Perissodactyla
Artiodactyla
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CONCLUSION -

RADIOMETRIC DATATION

This paper started with chronologic scales based on stratigraphy and on mammalian evolution; it seems appropriate to close the discussion with the presentation of
another scale, that of radiometric calibration. Several hundred radiometric ages have
been determined in Europe during the last decade on Paleogene glauconites, principally from France, Belgium and Germany. Others, fewer in number, have been
obtained in the Mesogean region and Eastern Europe.
The formations of the Paleogene of Western Europe that are sufficiently rich in
glauconite to be dated are:
In the late Paleocene (Thanetian to Landenian) :
- the Thanet Beds (England) ;
- the Bracheux Sands (Paris Basin) ;
- the Gelinden Marls and the Lincent Tuffeau in Belgium.
In the early Eocene (ypresian) :
- the London Clay and the lower Bracklesham Beds (England) ;
- the Cuisian Sands (Paris Basin) ;
- the Ypres Clay and the Mons-en-Peleve Sands (Belginm).
In the middle Eocene (Lutetian and Bartonian s.s.) :
- the middle and upper Bracklesham Beds and the Barton Beds (England) ;
- the « Glauconie grossiere» of the base of the Calcaire grossier (Paris Basin) ;
- the Bruxelles Sands and the Wemmel Sands (Belgium).
In the late Eocene :
- the Headon Beds (England) ;
- the «black band» at the base of the Asse Clay and the Neerrepen Sands (Belgium) ;
- the Gehlberg and Silberberg Beds (Germany).
The results published by numerous authors of measurements obtained from glauconites of the above formations, usually by the K-Ar method and more rarely by RbSr, have been assembled in the form of geochronologic scales by Berggren (1972),
Rubinstein and Gabunia (1972, 1976), Odin (1973, 1975, 1978, 1981), Cavelier and Pomerol(1976), and Hardenbol and Berggren (1978) (Fig. 23).
These average values are calculated for the K-Ar method with a disintegration
constant of A40 K total = 0.584. 10 toy -I, except Odin (1978) who usedAe = 0.575.
10 IOy - I. In 1976 the Geochronology Commission of the l.U.O.S. proposed the following constant: Ae = 0.581. 10 toy - I. The uncertaintiy of the value of the so-called
«constant» is evident and introduces an imprecision that can attain 5 %, if the constant utilized in the U.S.S.R. (0.557. 10 toy -I) is taken into account. This represents
about 2 MY for the middle Eocene.
To this uncertainty are added others that are the result of variation in chemical
composition and the state of crystalinity of the glauconite and of the physical and/or
chemical treatment undergone by the grains during their purification.
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Furthermore, in order for a determination to be precise, the crystalline system must
have been closed at the moment of mineral formation, and subsequently neither an
addition nor a subtraction of radioactive or radiogenic elements resulting from the
disintegration of the former should have occurred: if a glauconite dated by K-Ar is
enriched in atmospheric argon (argon whose most abundant isotope is the same as that
constituting radiogenic argon, that is, 40 Ar), especially by the action of great pressure
at the time of its formation, its measured age is superior to its real age. On the other
hand, a loss of this radiogenic argon (by alteration, by burial to a depth of more than
200 - 500 m, by increase in temperature to more than 100 - 200 C) leads to a diminution of the age of the specimen.
As the number of measurements increases, the specialists have become more and
more prudent. But this should not conceal the problem caused by the discordance
between the scales proposed by Berggren (1972, 1978) and the second version of Odin's
scale (1975). For example, the Lutetian, whose duration is estimated at 5 MY, is dated
from 49 - 44 MY by Berggren (1972) and from 44 - 39 by Odin (1975). Thus 44 MY
markes the end of the Lutetian for Berggren and its beginning for Od in [the latter now
(1981) considers it 45 MY ± 0,5J.
0

An interesting article by Keppens, Elewaut and Pasteels (1979) has been written on
the age of the « black band» at the base of the Asse Clay in Belgium (terminal Lutetian
or basal Bartonian). With a maximum of experimental precaution, 9 specimens were
dated by both the K-Ar and the Rb-Sr methods. In the results, a difference on the
order of 1 MY appears between the two methods (K-Ar age - 40.9 MY ± 0.5 ; Rb-Sr
age - 41.8 MY ± 0.8). An age of 42 MY is thus reached, in the place of39 (Odin, 1975),
increased in 1978 to 40 MY and now (1981) cited at 39 MY ± 0.5 (Fig. 23). The Rb-Sr
date of Keppens et al. is intermediate between those of Odin and of Berggren , reducing
.
the discordance to 2 MY instead of 4 or 5.
Another element of discussion comes from the comparison between Paleogene
dating of European marine formations and dating of continental formations in North
America, rich in mammalian faunas with intercalations of volcanic flows or ash. Some
of these formations can even be correlated with marine beds (Berggren, McKenna,
Hardenbol and Obradovich, 1978). Good correlation exists, in particular, between the
terminal part of the Wasatchian and that of the Ypresian (49 MY).
The Wasatchian is overlain by the Bridgerian, which corresponds to the basal
Lutetian and is situated within a range of 49 - 50 and 47 - 48 MY. This continental
stage of the base of the middle Eocene can be directly correlated with the Rose Canyon
Shale (Ulatisian marine stage). It belongs to the NP 14 (Discoaster sublodoensis) biozone, along with P 10 (Hantkenina aragonensis).
It seems then that the radiometric dates obtained from glauconite are younger than
those from volcanic rock minerals (biotite, sanidine, hornblend). As early as 1964,
Obradovich showed that radiometric data from glauconite deviated from its inferred
age by more than 10 %. Berggren et al. (1978) also noted that glauconite generally
yields ages that are anomalously young, and younger than ages obtained on biotite sanidine from the same level (compare results in Owens and Sohl, 1973, vs. Obradovich and Cobban, 1975).
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TIME IN MILLIONS OF YEARS

EPOCH SERIES
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Fig. 23. - Paieogene geochronology - Comparison of the scales of Berggren (1972, 1978), Odin (1973,
1975, 1978), Rubinstein and Gabunia (1972, 1975) and Cavelier-PomeroI (1976).
Rubinstein and Gabunia column A shows dates published by the authors in 1972, 1975, using decay
constant: 0,557 x 10 - tOy - I ; column B shows dates recalculated with the decay constant used in Wes~

tern Europe (0,584 x 10·· lOy - I), These values are in good accordance with Cavelier and Pomerol
(1976) except for the early Eocenc, This fact is probably due to a discrepancy in biostratigraphic correlations (Le. the Simferopolian generally considered by the Russian authors as middle Eocene begins in
fact in the early Eocene and ends in the middle part of the Lutetian (Pomerol, 1976).
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The reason for this discrepancy between measurements effected with glauconite,
whatever the method, and those obtained from volcanic rocks of the same age,
remains to be explained; perhaps closing of the glauconite occurs, in some cases, long
after sedimentation (1 to 4 MY for the Paleogene), or perhaps leaks have occurred
of argon that are difficult to detect (Pomerol et al., 1980).
In conclusion, we will summarize the results of a critical review of isotopic dates in
relation to Paleogene stratotypes (Pomerol, 1978) :
1. The isotopic age of some limits still depends on the choice by stratigraphers of
the stratotype boundary. We need first to improve the stratigraphy. More precise isotopic dates for boundaries will follow.
2. The uncertainties of isotopic dating lead us to propose that, provisionally, each
date limit be included in an interval of 2 MY. This suggestion is made to avoid a cluttering of the geochronologic literature with fluctuating dates (something concerning
the same specimen and the same analysis) which leads to scepticism about glauconite
K-Ar dates. It would be desirable for authors to resist the urge to publish uncertain
new results immediately. Specimens utilized for the dating should be analyzed in
several laboratories. Publication should then not occur until after discussion between
geochronologists, sedimentologists, stratigraphers, paleontologists, and paleomagneticians.
3. It is premature to adopt, without discussion, isotopic dates that are not in agreement with biostratigraphic correlations established between marine and continental
formations previously dated by several laboratories.
4. In the present state of knowledge it is obvious that, for Paleogene correlations,
the precision of isotopic datings is inferior to that of classic biostratigraphic methods.
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